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Today: Partly sunny, 60°F (16°C)
Tonight: Cloudy, 46°F (8°C)
Tomorrow: Cloudy, rain, 63°F (17°C)

Details, Page 2
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Police Investigate

Burton Fire Scare
By Ramy A. Arnaout

per," Banerjee said. "The stove sizzled when I threw water on itthat's how I knew it was on."
- The newspaper, a copy of the
Wall Street Journal, appeared to
have been taken from the suite's
nearby recycling bin, Banerjee said.
Wednesday morning's other
attempt, which took place in suite
2.13 shortly after the first one, was
under control by the time residents

NEWS EDITOR

Campus Police are investigating
a series of four apparent arson
attempts set in Burton-Conner
House suite kitchens, according to
Captain John E. Driscoll.
The most serious attempt, one of
two discovered in different suites
shortly after 6 a.m. last Wednesday,
led to a small fire in suite 424 and
prompted an emergency dormitorywide evacuation.

"I was woken up at a little past 6
a.m. by a smoke alarm outside my
door," said S. Roopom Banerjee
'97, who lives in the suite. "I
smelled smoke. When I got outside
the door, I saw a blazing newspaper
on the stove. The flames were 1.5 or
2 feet high," he said. "I was totally
shocked.
"I grabbed a pitcher full of water
and doused one side of the newspa-
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Steven S. Hau Q looks on as Jessica, the younger sister of Julie A. Stephens '95, pours water in
front of the Edgerton Center's High Speed Video Camera. The demonstration was part of the center's Friday activities for children visiting as part of Parents' Weekend.
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had returned from the evacuation,
said Cynthia H. Liu '95, a suite resident. "We walked right past the
stove when the alarm went off," Liu

said. "You could smell something
burning but you couldn't ... tell
where it was coming from."
The planning of all the attempts
was similar, said Burton-Conner
President Steven A. Luperchio '95.
At each site, newspaper or other
Fire, Page 14
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Appeals Voiced at

Volunteers for ProjectAerica

Finboard Hearing

Assist 31 Local Organizations

By Sarah Y. Keightley
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Undergraduate Association
Finance Board held a meeting last
Thursday to decide on appeals for
funding from dissatisfied or unflnded student groups.
Finboard will present the funding recommendations at a future UA
Council meeting for approval,
according to Finboard Secretary
Douglas K. Wyatt '96. The UAC
usually approves these recommendations, he said.
Finboard, which decides how to
allocate funding to student activities, held the standard budget compilation meeting to set the budget
and make activity funding recommendations for this term last April,
Wyatt said.
Twenty groups requested funding during last week's appeals rneeting, according to statistics provided
by Wyatt. During the regularly-

scheduled budget compilations
meetings about 100 student groups
make funding requests, he said.
Of the 20 groups requesting
funding last week, most of them forgot to request funding last term or
turned in their requests too late,
Wyatt said. Few groups were
appealing original funding allocations, he said.
The groups requested a total of
$19,481.53. Finboard only made
funding recommendations for
$1,270, with half of the groups
receiving recommendations for no
new funding, Wyatt said.
The groups which received recommendations with high monetary
values included the Logarhythms
($300), the Hawaii Club ($205), and
MIT Pro-Life ($175).
Finboard "tries to be as equitable
as possible," and groups realize that

By-Jennifer Lane

pants, Sonu said. "A lot of the volunteers who said they were coming
didn't show up," she said. "It wasn't
as successful as I wanted it to be."
"! asked for 50 volunteers, !
bought food for 50 people, I had 12
volunteers show up," said Roger
Wild, director of activities of
Cantabridgia H-eaith Care, a nursing
home in Cambridge. Despite the
low turnout, Wild was "really happy
with what the people did."
"We really need volunteers,"
Wild said. "The residents need to be
visited at least once a day."
Due to scheduling problems,
coordinators only had about one
month to prepare for the project;
Sonu said. "For the time that we had

Over 3001 MIT students volunteered at 31 area organizations Saturday as nart of Project America, a
nationwide service project day cofounded by Jorey E. Ramer '95, said
Christine J. Sonu '97, Project America northeast regional director.
Volunteers in 18 major cities
worked at 3,000 project sites nationwide, Ramer said. More than 700
students-in the Boston area participated from Simmons College, Tufts
University, Wellesley College,
Boston University, Harvard University, and MIT, he said.
Volunteer turnout from MIT was
lower than the expected 400 particihC. .
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we did a pretty good job," she said.
"The important thing was that a lot
of volunteering did get done."
Twenty members of MIT's
q;.l o

h; oklaor*pr na-e;ro;,*,,*,s

Project America, said SC Community Relations Chair Matthew E.
Esch '97. "It felt good to be able to
do something MIT-wide," Esch
said.
'Just a starting point'
To kickoff the event, former
Massachusetts Governor Michael S.
Dukakis and Ramer spoke to a
crowd of about 200 people in Eastman Court, the courtyard between
Project America, Page 15
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By Sarah Y. Keightley

according to State Police-Trooper John Gentile.

I

° MIT Symphony back
in classic style. Page 7
[ Exit to Eden delivers
cuteness, S&M. Page8
mDavid Mathews Band
out with new CD. Page 9

provided by the Campus Police.
The ATM room will be accessible until 8 p.m. on weekdays, starting Monday. Previously the room
was only open until 6 p.m. The
machines, which serve Baybank and
Shawmut customers, will continue
to be closed on weekends.
According to the statement,
Chief of Campus Police Anne P.
Glavin said the additional hours
were "arranged in the interests of
community safety following holdups in Cambridge of people using
outdoor ATMs."
Students approve of theextended
hours for these on-campus ATMs.
Radu T. Aghinii "98 said he
tends to use ATMs off-campus
since he lives in a fraternity house
in Boston. The extended hours are
good for on-campus people, especially East Campus residents, he
ATM, Page 13
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By Sarah Y .Ke-ghtley

In Response to Crines

INSIDE

=

0Jogger Inured in Mass Ave. Crash
A motorcyclist struck and seriously injured a
pedestrian on the corner of Massachusetts
Avenue and Memorial Drive yesterday around
6:30 p.m., according to the Massachusetts State
Police.
Cambridge resident Emmanouil Stamatakis
was driving the motorcycle that hit the jogger,

In response to the recent robberies at area automatic teller
machines, the Institute will extend
the hours of the Lobby, 10 ATMs,
according to a crime alert bulletin
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Both the jogger and the driver were thrown a
considerable distance, ·Gentile said.
The jogger was a 25-year old female and has
not yet been identified, Gentile said.
As of last night, both the jogger and themotorcyclist were at Beth Israel Hospital with serious
injuries, Gentile said. The woman underwent
surgery and is in intensive care, he said. She suffered liver damage, broken bones, and head trauma, he said. .
The motorcyclist, who was wearing a helmet,
had a CAT scan and is also in the intensive care
unit, Gentile said.
Stamatakis was arrested at the hospital and
was charged with operating to endanger, failure
to grant right of way, driving an unregistered and
--uninsured vehnice, and: operating a vehicle after a
license suspension, Gentile said.
Witnesses say the motorcyclist was speeding
in excess of 40 miles per hour, Gentile said.
Daniel C Stevenson contributedto the reporting of this story.
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A State Police Trooper and a tow truck driver
examinethe motorcycle involved in a collision
last night with a Jogger at the MIT end of Harvard
Bd3ge.a
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WORLD & NATION
Clinton Decries Youth Violence
Jordan, Israel Announce
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LOS ANGELES TIMES

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

President Clinton decried youth violence Monday, reminding a
convention of police officers of a recent Chicago tragedy in which
two boys, 10 and I 1, murdered a 5-year-old who had refused to steal.
"We can hire 5 million police officers and, if we keep losing the
battle for what these kids think is right and wrong, we're going to be
in a lot of trouble," he said.
"Kids are going to look up to somebody," Clinton said. "It's up to
the adults in this country to decide who they're going to look up to."
As is often the case, those remarks - which formed the emotional
highlight of Clinton's speech - came as a departure from his prepared text. Aides said that Clinton penned the thoughts while flying
here from Washington, adding them to a text initially focused on the
crime bill that passed Congress in August.
Clinton's speech, to the International Association of Chiefs of
Police, came as part of a continuing campaign by the administration
to rehabilitate the crime bill, which has come under unrelenting attack
from Republicans, who have attempted - with some success - to
hang the "pork" label on the package.
Responding to that charge, Clinton told the convention that with
the bill now law federal and local officials together must "demonstrate to our people that the money is being well spent.

Immunization Program
Struggling to Get Started
I

THE IWASHIlNG70N POST
WASHINGTON

Two weeks after the Clinton administration initiative to guarantee
immunizations for all children was supposed to start, no vaccine has
arrived in doctors' offices locally, or in half the states.
Even though the "Vaccines for Children" program was signed into
law a year ago, neither federal officials nor those in 24 states have
worked out a system for shipping the vaccines to tens of thousands of
physicians.
In February 1993, the immunization program was the first attempt
by the fledgling Clinton administration to broaden the federal government's role in health through a promise of free shots for every child.
By the time it went into effect this month, the idea had become an
illustration of the federal government's difficulty in changing even a

I

small part of the nation's health care system.
The administration's initial $1 billion plan was too broad and ill-conceived, according to Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark., and other members of
Congress. Some members complained that the president's initial proposal called for spending federal money to vaccinate children whose
families had good health insurance or could afford to pay for shots.
More fundamentally, some in Congress and in the medical community questioned whether the program would work. They contended
that the real problem was not the cost or supply of vaccine - which
has always been available without charge in public clinics - but the
failure of some parents to take their children to get shots.

Court Lets Contempt Conviction
Of Abortion Foe Terry Stand
THE BALTIMORE SUN
WASHINGTON

Anti-abortion leader Randall A. Terry appeared headed to jail
I after the Supreme Court refused Monday to hear his appeal of a contempt conviction for plotting to have a fetus thrust into the face of
presidential candidate Bill Clinton in 1992.
But Terry's lawyer, Jay Alan Sekulow of Atlanta, plans to ask a
federal judge to eliminate the five-month jail sentence, on the ground
te
.thatOpeation, Rescue leader has not been arrested or charged
with anything since the 1992 incident.
In addition, Sekulow indicated through an aide, he will contend
that the legal issues surrounding Terry's contempt case remain unsettled despite the Supreme Court's action Monday, so he should not

have to serve jail time.
Terry has been jailed before for his anti-abortion protest activities
and his organization has been assessed heavy fines . He was jailed six
years ago in Atlanta for a role in a series of demonstrations outside abortion clinics during the Democratic National Convention in that city.

WEATHER
Increasing Clouds Ahead
By Gerard Roe
STAFF METEOROLOGIST

As for the last few weeks the beginning of the week is characterized by cool, clear autumnal weather. This week however, the ridge
of high pressure does not stretch across the whole country and there
is a low pressure system lurking in the middle of the country. This
will progress westward throughout the week. As this happens winds
will shift from the north (associated with the exiting high pressure) to
from the south. There is a chance that the coming warm front will
give us some rain on Wednesday evening - the models predict it
staying just to the west of us. Then the cold front brings in moisture
we can expect a chance' of showers Thursday and on into the weekend. On the up side, nights and early mornings will be a lot less chilly
than for the last fortnight'otr so.
Today: Partly sunny. Winds from the north at around 5 to 10 mph
(8 to 16 kph). High 60°F (16°C).
Tonight: Clouding up towards evening= A mild night with a low
of 46°F (8°C).

Wednesday: Mostly cloudy with a chance of showers over us.
High of 63°F (17°C). Low 48°F (9°C).
Thursday: There should be some break in the clouds before the
cold front sweeps in, but a good chance of showers developing by
afternoon. High 61°F (16°C). Low 51°F (11°C).
IL

Peace Treaty Agreement
%PA
K-lis Li

By Nora Boustany
THE WASHINGTON POST
AMMAN, JORDAN

Jordan and Israel announced
agreement on a peace treaty Monday, making King Hussein the firstt
Arab head of state to'come to terms ;
with the Jewish state since President t
Anwar Sadat led Egypt to a similar
accord in 1979.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin ofF
Israel and Hussein's prime minister,
Abdel Salam Majali, initialed a draft
treaty on normalized diplomatic
relations that the two countries hope

to sign on their long-disputed border
Oct. 26, after formal government
approval. The ceremony is to be
attended by President Clinton and
other dignitaries.
The treaty removed once and for
all Jordan's longstanding uncertainty over breaking ranks with fellow
Arabs in the search for peace with
Israel and gave Israel a second Arab
neighbor willing to deal formally
and openly with the Jewish state as
a fact of life in the Middle East. At
the same time, it left Syria behind
and on its own in efforts to forge a
settlement with Israel on the Israelioccupied Golan Heights.
Israel and Jordan signed what
I was called the Washington Declaration in the U.S. capital July 25, proclaiming an end to the state of belligerency that has prevailed between
them since Israel's birth in 1948.
While that pact was interpreted as a
sign formal peace would not be far
behind, Monday's draft treaty
I required weeks of detailed negotiations.
Overcoming the final obstacles,
Israel agreed to return to Jordan
nearly 150 square ,-iles of land that
has been disputed for almost five

OIL C&U^

decades, according to local reports,
while Jordan agreed to reduce its
claims on precious water resources.
Rabin, speaking at a news conference here announcing the deal,
pronounced it a "great historic day"
in which "cooperation will replace
animosity, hatred, violence and
wars." Hussein stood next to him
stiffly, smiling through a full white
beard, and then made remarks in
which he alluded to his mortality,
his hopes for future generations and
-his relations with fellow Arab states.
"This is a peace between two
countries, two peoples," Hussein
said. "We have suffered long, we
have aspired to peace, and we are
committed to peace. I believe we did
it ourselves with our teams, essentially between Jordan and Israel, so i
can't speak for the others."
Although Syria has not budged
from its positions on a full and
: speedy Israeli withdrawal from the
Golan Heights in exchange for full
normalization of relations with
Israel, Arab analysts predicted that
Jordan's swift pace at reaching an
agreement will add pressure on Syrian President Hafez Assad to strike
a deal with a weaker hand.
With that apparently in mind,
Israeli President Ezer Wcizman said
Assad "should look around and see.
He may be the last in line" to make
peace with Israel.
But in Damascus, where government-run newspapers have said
daily that Israel is not to be trusted,
Foreign Minister Farouk Charaa
said: "We hope the Israeli government will realize the fact that without achieving peace with Syria and
Lebanon, there will be no peace in
the region. T his is tihe reality."
Diplomatic sources said Assad

plans a vi isit to Egypt on Tuesday
for consumutations with President
Hosni Mulbarak.
Rabin; and Peres flew to Amman
Sunday ni ght for overnight talks to
iron out thhe last hitches on the border and w;ater issues. This was their
second unAnnounced working visit
in five dayrs.
Rabin said agreement had been
reached to establish a border
between wvhat was Jordan and Palestine while it was under British mandate prio r to 1948, "with minor
modificati ions." The modifications,
according to local reports, involved
the return of most of the 150 square
miles of tl he Jordan Valley seized by
Israel in 1'948, with the exception of
pockets irnhabited by Israeli fatilies, who Nwill be allowed to: stay as
part of a lecasing arrangement.
"We e stablished the order of
peace on the basis of international
borders w ith minor modifications,
mutually cdone. No one lost; no one
wins," Ralbin said. Then, prompted
by a bean ning Hussein, the Israeli
prime mil nister corrected himself:
"Everybod iy won."
On the more vital issue of scarce
water res( ources, Rabin explained
that a sol!ution was found. Jordan
initially h~ad asked for 250 million
cubic meteers of water from the Jordan and Y armnouk rivers, but reportedly has scettled for 50 million cubic
I
meters.
Jordaniian negotiator Marwan
Doudin saaid about 20 members of
Jordan's 8 0-seat lower house of parliament w,ould probably oppose the
treaty butr not block its ratification.
The Isrraeli cabinet unanimously
supported Ithe agreement Monday,
and the paariiament likely will swiftly approve ' it.
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I U.S. and North Korea Agree
On Arms Limitations Deal
By R. Jeffrey Smith

The chief U.S. negotiator,
Ambassador at Large Robert Gallucci, said in a telephone interview
from Geneva that the deal had been
agreed "ad referendum," explaining
that it is to be referred to top policymakers in the two nations' capitals
for final approval, and then, if all
goes well, formally signed in Geneva on Friday.
But Gallucci claimed that if the
complex deal is carried out, it will
address all U.S. concerns "about the

the U.S. demands. North Korea will
retain for a time some of its nuclear
WASHINGTON
weapons-grade materials, giving it
U.S. and North Kore -an negotialeverage to enforce U.S. compliance
tors in Geneva reached agreement
with the deal.
Monday on a wide-rangi ng deal that
The administration also agreed
senior U.S. officials ssaid would
to open a U.S. diplomatic liaison
eliminate North Korea's s capability
office in the North Korean capital of
to make nuclear arms andI move both
Pyongyang, and to arrange for connations toward their firsst-ever norstruction inside North Korea of two
mal political and econom tic relations.
new Western-style nuclear reactors
U.S. officials haile d the deal,
valued at $4 billion in total, as well
which requires final app roval in the
as to provide for an interim energy
capitals of the two count tries, as lay- problems of the past, present, and supply meant to tide the country
ing a basis for resolv ing one of !future" involving North Korea's
over until the reactor can be cornWashington's most vex ing foreign nuclear program.
pieted in the next decade.
policy problems by sthutting off
By this, Gallucci said he meant
U.S. officials said North Korea
North Korea's nuclear effort. The that it would allow an international had evidently made some concesaccord also helps to avoiida destabi- probe of the country's past plutoni- sions because it desperately needs to
lizing competition in norrtheast Asia urn production, block North Korea's forge new political ties that could
among Communist-rufiled North production of new plutonium by lead to foreign investment and
Korea and two of its immediate reprocessing existing spent nuclear revive its shattered economy, which
neighbors, Japan and Chiina.
fuel rods, and halt efforts by North lost its Soviet and Chinese patrons
North Korean officia Ils were not Korea to expand its nuclear facili- at the end of the Cold War.
immediately available f(or comment ties to make more such fuiel rods.
Under the deal, officials said,
in Geneva Monday nighit,when the
Washington believes North North Korea will have to freeze its
U.S. announcement was made. U.S. Korea has produced plutonium with construction or expansion of all of
officials said the deal tbuilds on a the aim of building nuclear its facilities capable of making plupreliminary accord reac,hed by the weapons, and the CIA suspects the tonium for nuclear weapons, includtwo nations in August by spelling country of already having built one ing two partially constructed nuclear
out a detailed timetalble for the or two nuclear weapons.
reactors, one existing reactor, and a
actions that each must taake to carry
Other U.S. officials said the com- facility for reprocessing spent reacout the commitments- ihey made plex deal reflected an abrupt about- tor fuel rods. The two,,new reactors
then, and also by resoldtnig several face by North Korea's communist it will get are considered.less suited
matters that have been hb'ty disput- leadership, in which it had accepted to plutonium production.
ed until now.
'
- ^ ;
a series of U.S. demands that the
In a surprising concession, North
The officials declin led to spell isolated state had earlier judged Korea also pledged
to allow eventuout the exact timetablee for these unacceptable. The disputes had al international inspections
of two
actions, c.i...g a4esire
to wani untii
blocked an accord during nearly 17 facilities suspected of harboring
the accord is finally apprroved. Tim- months of intermittent, direct negotinuclear wastes from past plutonium
ing issues have arousedd consider- ations in New York and Geneva.
production. U.S. officials said this
able debate within thhie Clinton
But the officials acknowledged step would help clear up suspicions
administration, with i concern that the Clinton administration had
expressed by the Defenise Depart- also smoothed the road to an agree- that the country has already develment that some North KCorean steps meat by allowing North Korea to oped nuclear bombs or components,
and eventually force the country to
.1II. were- being put off-too long.. - ..- defer its compliance. with -some-of. turn over-whatever it had. - -- - - - '
THE WASHINGTON POST
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Kohl Faces Tough Realities
After Narrow Re-election Win
By Rick Atkinson
THE WASHINGTON POST
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BERLIN
It has been quite q year for Helmut Kohl.
The German chancellor presided
over a robust recovery from his
country's worst recession since
World War II. He ushered the last
Russian troops from German soil.
He came back from the political
dead to win a fourth term in office,
resurrecting both his lifeless Christian Democratic party and his even
more moribund coalition partner,
the Free Democrats.
Now comes the hard part.
As Monday morning's Berliner
Zeitung newspaper observed of the
ruling coalition's narrow victory
Sunday, "What awaits Kohl and his
new government is not an edifying
term in office, but the hour of reality, a sobering confrontation with
pent-up problems, the depths of

which are only now becoming clear:

fulcrum

oppressive mass unemployment,

progress teeters.

huge government debts, unpayable
entitlements, a split society."
All true, unfortunately, for Germany and for Kohl, whose re-election - by just 143,000 votes out of
nearly 50 million cast - hardly
hands him a triumphant mandate
with which to confront his country's
challenges. A 10-seat majority out
of 672 seats in the new German pariiament, West German Radio
observed, "is a miserable starting
point for an effective government."
-And if Germany is ineffective,
the consequences extend far beyond
Bonn. The German economy is the
world's third largest, behind those
of the United States and Japan. As
Europe's most populous nation,
geographically centered in a continent struggling to become one, Germany is simply too big, too central
and too rich to avoid becoming the

- In explaining why he sought to
extend a tenure that already has iasted 12 years, Kohl cites twin ambitions: finishing the work of European unity and finishing the work of
German unity.
Both brands of unity may be
within Kohl's reach, but neither will
be wholly successful if Germany
becomes mired in the problems
threatening it. Solutions would be
hard to come by even for the
strongest government, and Kohl's is
among the weakest in postwar history. Voicing a common sentiment
among the newly strengthened leftof-center opposition, Social Democrat Gerhard Schroeder predicted that
Kohl "cannot rule in Germany with
such a pathetic majority."
The chancellor's powers will be
tested to the utmost to prove
Schroeder wrong.
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Defense Firms Bill U.S. $4 Million
For Entertainment Costs
THE BALTIMORE SUN
WASHINGTON

European

Defense contractors have billed the government for more than $4
million in entertainment and recreational expenses in the past few
years, from $20,000 for golf balls to $263,000 for a Smokey Robinson concert, congressional investigators said in a report released
Monday.
The billing of such expenses does not violate federal law. But it
raises sensitive questions about Pentagon spending, especially after
highly publicized reports in the 1980s that defense contractors
charged the federal government hundreds of dollars each for normally inexpensive goods such as toilet seats and hammers.
The report follows legislation signed into law last week that,
among other things, restricts the expenses for which the government
will pay contractors. The legislation will, for example, bar contractors
from billing the government for entertainment expenses. Regulations
still being written will determine whether employee gifts and recreation activities will be among the prohibited expenses.
Congressional investigators from the Energy and Commerce
Committee said Monday they fear that under the new rules, as in the
past, government watchdogs will be lax in clamping down on unreasonable charges by federal contractors.

DOT Finds Defect in GM Trucks
THIE WASHINGTON POST

Transportation Secretary Federico Pena Monday accused General
Motors Corp. of knowingly producing millions of defective pickup
trucks that can explode and burn in side-impact crashes.
Despite that knowledge, G.M chose for at least 15 years not to
alter the design of the trucks, Pena said. "Approximately 150 people
have died as a result of side-impact fires in these trucks, in crashes
that were otherwise survivable," he said.
Pena voiced his accusations in announcing that his department has
made an initial finding that a safety defect exists in GM C/K trucks
with fuel tanks mounted outside steel rails that support the cargo bed.
The trucks were manufactured for the 1973 through 1987 model
years and include the GMC Sierra and Chevrolet C/K 1500 and 2500

Aristide Left Stranded
in
Crowd
Ai~~lCJu~ OAS~lt~lMlIrOt
Due to Lapse in Security Cordon
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By Tod Robberson
THE WASHINGTON POST
PORT-AU-PRINCE, HAITI

An embarrassing lapse in the
tight U.S. security cordon around
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
caused him to be stranded for several minutes in ille middle of an ecstatic crowd Monday in his first public
appearance since American forces
restored him to the National Palace
on Saturday.
During a ceremony honoring a
Haitian revolutionary hero, a bulletproof limousine carrying Aristide
and caretaker Prime Minister Robert
Malval was surrounded and jostled
by hundreds of elated Aristide supporters, who slapped the hood of the
car and cheered at the rare oppprttunity to see their revered president.
U.S. soldiers and members of Aristide's plainclothed American securi-
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triumphant return Saturday, few
Haitians trust the 7,500-man army
that forced the democratically elected president to flee and then conducted a three-year reign of terror
under Gens. Raoul Cedras and
Philippe Biamby and Lt. Col.
Michel Francois. All three have
gone into exile, and most security
duties are being performed by a
19,000-mnember U.S. occupation
force that arrived Sept. 19.
Raymond Jenty, administrative
director of the Cabinet, said the legislature could meet Tuesday to vote
on the proposal. He said Aristide
already had ordered a purge of the
army and police to weed out any
members still perceived as loyal to
the coup leaders, while U.S.-ied
training is being organized for a
.new civilian police force of up to10,000 officers.

ty detail spent several minutes in a
shoving match with crowd members
and journalists.
The limousine chose an alternate
route to the nearby National Museum, where Aristide took part in a
wreath-laying. In a reminder of the
danger still facing Aristide, at least
one member of the crowd outside
the palace was heard muttering antiAristide threats to a Haitian-joumalist while the president spoke from
behind bulletproof glass.
Haitian soldiers assembled on
the palace lawn had the firing pins
removed from their rifles, and
bomb-,sniffing dogs were used tosearch for explosives even in the
musical instruments of.the military:
band that played the Haitian national anthem.
Despite Aristide's repeated calls
for national reconciliation since his
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GM officials called Pena's claims "outrageous and wrong."
"These trucks are recognized even by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to have fully met the applicable safety standards for fuel-system integrity in collision," said GM Vice President
Bruce G. MacDonald, the company's chief spokesman. "They outperform many newer vehicles in terms of both fuel system crash worthiness and occupant protection."'
The department's initial finding of defect Monday could lead to a
final determination that a safety problem exists.
GM officials said Monday that they would go to court again to
defend the reputation of the C/K pickup trucks.
Pena conceded in his remarks that the GM trucks meet existing
federal standards. But he-said that federal auto safety laws place
automakers "under two broad mandates: first, to meet applicable safety standards in producing vehicles; and second, to produce vehicles
that operate safely in real-world conditions."
-
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Brave- CKnights and FairMaideias wi£ be treated to

Student

a day of the grandest of sport and food So don your best medieva attire and come on along!

Council

Ourfair event occurs this

Saturday, October 22
Ten bellsfrom the daily morn untilsix6bels after midday
Chariot transportationprovided from ye odgrandsteps
at 77 Mass. LAve.
q7iou mustpayeth 10goldsSinlirGs to the King of the Gjraduate
Student Counfcior thou wilt not He permittedon the chariots.
Please registerthou intentions to join us at the GSC office or

Meeting Change!!!I
The next general meeting of the Graduate Student

Council has been changed from today, October
18, until next Tuesday, October 25, at 5:30pm.
Sorry for any confusion and hope to see you there!

emaileth such intentions to the Empress atgscadmin@mit

I

B90A (Bring your Own Armor)

Sound Mind - Sound Body
Series Continues!

-

--

"Nutrition"
All welcome!! Refreshments Served
Sponsored by buSA, GSC, ULDGS
_
.

--

Housing and Community Affairs Committee
Meeting
Thursday, October 27, 1994 5:30pm GSC Lounge
- Grocery Shuttle Update
- Graduate Housing Changes

Thursday, October 20 5 - 6 pm
West Lounge Student Center

,

__

WASHINGTON

'

All Graduate Students are invited to all our meetings. All are held at 5:30pm in 50-222 and dinner is served.
Stay informed about all our events! Add yourself to our mailing list by typing blanche gsc-students -a usemame, or send email to
gsc-request.@mitr. Questions, comments, ideas? give us a call at 3-2195 or send email to gscadmin@mit.
*
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the Kendall Square ATM, the Campus Police ineffectually
responded by sending out a year-old list of safety tips. "Your
awareness will help eliminate the opportunity of becoming a
victim of a crime," the document read. The Campus Police
made no attempt to increase the awareness of readers beyond a
list of general safety tips. No mention was made of the reason
for the bulletin, and no warning was provided about the suspect
or the known locations of the robberies.
About the only useful on-campus response to the armed
robberies was the extension of the hours of the ATM room in
Lobby 10, announced after the arrest of the suspect. Still, the
extension is only until 8 p.m. and the machines remain closed
on weekends.
The ATM robberies have made two things readily apparent.
First, the Campus Police need to be much more effective in disseminating relevant, specific information about serious criminal
activity, and second, safe, indoor ATMs must be made more
convenient for student use.

that number of people might register for and
attend the first class.
Take a typical term for junior or senior
year. You've finished all your HASS-Ds but
are still working on finishing that concentration, which is Spanish. So while pre-registering for classes, you look for Spanish classes in
the registration schedule. Spanish conversation
looks good, but it conflicts with Thermodynamics and Kinetics (5.60), which you need to
graduate and there's only one section. All the
other upper-level Spanish classes also conflict.
Maybe you can take a writing class - you
have always enjoyed writing, and miracle of
miracles. one of the three sections of Writing
and Experience does not conflict with anything else. So next term you attend the first
class. There are 40 people crammed into the
room, and you don't even have a place to sit.
The instructor explains that there is going to
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Editor: Scott Deskin '96; Staff: Thomas
Chen G, Dave Fox G, Adam Lindsay G,
J. Michael Andresen '94, John Jacobs '94,
Gretchen Koot '94, Christopher Chiu '95,
Evelyn Kao '95, Craig K. Chang '96, Brian

I think I've gotten over most of my gripes
about MIT: relentless professors who pretend
that their subject is the only one you're taking,
dull classes filled with uninquisitive students,
brutal winters filled with dirty snow you have
to trudge through to get to classes, and, of
course, socially inept classmates. Yes, I've
gotten used to this place, and I might even say
that I like it.
There is one thing about MIT that I have
not accepted and will never accept: The fact
that it is so difficult to schedule classes every
term. MIT is a private university and we as
students pay over $10,000 per term. Furthermore, to fulfill the graduation requirements,
we have to take many specific courses, solne
of which are only offered every other term. Is
it too much to ask MIT to have enough sections offered at a variety of different time slots
to accommodate us?
Now many freshmen are thinking, "Time
slots? I've had no scheduling problems this
term." That's because lectures in freshman
classes like Calculus (18.02), Physics I
(8.01), and Principles of Chemical Science
(5.11) are deliberately spaced so that there is
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be a lottery, but first asks if there are any second term seniors in the class. The class satisfies Phase I and - believe or not - there are
at least 30 second term seniors who have still
not passed Phase I! So it's already a week into
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booklet. No HASS section can have more than
25 students and often when one is dealing
with a popular professor or a class to fulfill
the Phase I or II Writing Requirement, twice
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the term and you have to find another HASS.
One of the biggest problems with scheduling is classes that start or end on the half hour.
Fitting these into a midday schedule causes
unbelievable grief since the extra 30 minutes
are very likely to occur during another class
you want to take. MIT could solve many students' scheduling woes by requiring that all
classes begin and end on the hour.
The Institute could hire more instructors so
that more sections could be added to popular
classes. Of course MIT does not have the
money to do this, but there are many HASS
classes offered here that are vastly undersubscribed and get canceled anyway. Perhaps by
removing some of these sections, more sections could be added to oversubscribed HASS
courses.
Another solution would be to simply lower
the HASS graduation requirements. Classes
wouldn't be so oversubscribed, and lotteries
would not be as much of a problem. While
there is likely to be little change, it seems that
something ought to be done to ease our registration hassles.

flict exists, an extra lecture is added to
accommodate these students. There are so
many recitations, you will always be able to
find one that does not conflict. And the only
lotteries freshmen have encountered have
probably been with Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences Distribution classes, where a
computer-based lottery system on the Athena
Computing Environment has been implemented so students know right away whether
they are in or not.
While the HASS-D lottery represents an
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Due to an editor's error, the headline for the golf story in the last issue
["Three Golfers Qualify for ECAC
Finals," Oct. 14] was incorrect. No
golfers qualified for the Eastern Coilegiate Athletic Conference Golf Championship.
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The Cambridge Police are to be commended for the timely
capture of the suspected "Baybank bandit," accused of the
recent armed robberies of six people, including two MIT students, at automated teller machines on the outskirts of campus.
Cambridge Police actively pursued the investigation and
worked closely with the victims to establish a profile of the suspect. Based on this profile, a Cambridge police officer was able
to recognize the suspect during a house break-in last Tuesday
evening.
While the Campus Police lack the mandate or manpower to
follow up robberies with a large-scale investigation, they can
and should warn the MIT community about any specific threats
to their safety, both on and off campus. However, the Campus
Police failed miserably at this task in regard to the ATM robberies. It is possible that they put members of the MIT community further at risk because of their failure to communicate relevant information promptly.
In response to the first armed robbery of an MIT student at

Chairman
Jeremy Hylton G
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Campus Police M iUst Warn Students
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Letters and cartoons must bear the author's signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No
letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express
prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or
condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once
submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and will not be
returned. We regret we cannot publish all of the letters we receive.
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is the easiest way to reach any member of our staff. Mail to specific
departments may be sent to the following addresses on the Internet:
ads@the-tech.mit.edu, news@the-tech.mit.edu, sports@thetech.mit.edu, arts@the-tech.mit.edu, photo@the-tech.mit.edu,
circ@the-tech.mit.edu (circulation department). For other matters,
send mail to general.the-tech.mit.edu, and it will be directed to the
appropriate person.
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In an unprecedented move,
the Nobel Committee today
rescinded its earlier announcement of the award of the
peace prize to Rabin, Peres
and Arafat. "We feel it is a
trifle premature", a Committee
spokesman said.

JLJL".-JL.JL

.

"Anticipating trouble, the
Nobel Committee has decided
to employ the services of the
Carter Collection Agency to
get back the prizes."

"The concerned individuals were uncharacteristically unanimous
,~]Y in their response to this news..."
4
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'Finders keepers',
that's what I say.
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Undergraduate Association
Room 401, Student Center

Tel: x3-2696 or x3-7971

UA Council Meeting

Send us your comments and complaints about the
UA and MIT at ua-complaints@mit. We want
to hear what you have to say!

Wednesday, October 19
7pm in Room 400
of the Student Center

Join a UA Committee!!
Student Life - Examinling issues like Food Quality, Medical

Agenda includes the election of
a Floor-Leader, Vice-Chair, and
Executive Committee members
as well as a general open
discussion on issues that the UA
should pursue this year.
I

Care, Card Keys and Advising.
EducationalPolicy - This committee will examine and make
recommendations on the proposed change in the grading system.
Social - Help plan campus wide events to bring the entire
undergraduate body together.
Housing and R/O - This committee will be looking at building a
new dorm and renovating existing ones.

The entire MIT community
is welcome to attend.

or
Carrie
(cmuh@mit)
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Conducted by David Epstein.
John Ito '93, viola.
Works byl Walton and Beethoven.
Kresge Auditorintm.
Oct. 15, 8:30 p.m.
By Craig Chang
STAFF REPORTER

aturday night saw confidence tether
the musical potential of the MIT Symphony Orchestra and its soloist John
Ito. Wavering throughout the night's
performance of Walton's Viola Concerto and
Beethoven's S'mlphon.lo No. 6 were poise and
musical decisiveness, hand in hand.
First signs of insecurity during the first

I

I

Written and Directed hIy Quentin

Tarantino.

Starring.John Travolla, Bruce Willis.

Samuel L. Jackson,. and Uena Thurman.

Loewvs Cheri.
By Rob Marcato
STAFF REPORTER

f you claim to have even the slightest characteristics of a film enthusiast, there is no
way that you could have missed hearing or
reading the recent praises of the new film
Pulp Fiction. Since it won the Palm d'Or at

the Cannes Film Festival this year, critics
have extolled its virtues, giving it such exalted
titles as "the new King Kong of crime
movies."
Faced with writing this review, and
knowing Pulp Fiction to be by far the mostcritically hyped movie in recent memory, the
last thing I wanted to do was be the conformist and fall into step with every other
review I had read. Therefore, the fact that I
am giving it a positive review, and an overwhelmingly positive one at that, should tip
INI

movement of the Walton concerto translated
into an ambiguous musical stance. A weak rapport between Ito and various woodwind
soloists suggested the players were not yet fully
focused, unsure of which impression to capture. Even the dubious entrance of the viola's
second subject confused the bitter-sweet duality around which the piece develops.
Though Ito and the orchestra seemed to
recoup much of their misguided energy during
the scherzo, the last movement remained the
players' turning point. Here richness of counterpoint emerged from the ensemble's music-

making, especially during the finale's fugal
tutti. Quite dramatically, the bold appearance
of the bass clarinet solo seemed to reaffirm
the players' conviction.

side seems one apt impression from their
playing.
But the violins seemed to bask too much in
the lusciousness of their sound. Indeed, a velvety texture was appropriate for many
moments, but their overzealousness with the
lush sacrificed variety and subdued the role of
the other strings. In throwing off the balance,
the violins took much of the bite out of the
rustic edginess of the third movement.
Even with this blurred palette, energy and
enthusiasm was on the rise during the symphony's finale. This trend produced some
wonderful moments of exaltation, unquenchable by minor mishaps - instead, able to
forge past the uncertainty of the evening's
shaky outset.

This last movement also revealed Ito's energy and wide reach of emotions. As Ito recapitulated the second subject from the first movement, his playing projected both a tinge of bitter
consent and nostalgia, for the finale seemed to
be reminiscing previous themes. And just as the
final movement capitalizes on its intermingling
of themes and voices, the orchestra demonstrated new enthusiasm as it relished the sheer contrapuntal joy of the medley.
The last half of the evening's program
showcased the talents of the woodwinds with
Beethoven's PastoralSymphony. Indeed the
players caught much of the rural splendor of
Beethoven's evocation of Nature. Especially
radiant was the interplay between the oboes,
flutes, and clarinets: Frolicking in the country-

Tarantino's Pulp Fiction revels in gangster bravado
PULP FICTION

I

...

MIT Symphony recovers after uncertain start
MIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

I
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you off as to Pulp Ficfion's undeniable
greatness.
The film consists of three principle stories.
One details the daily experiences of two hitmen (John Travolta and Samuel L. Jackson).
Another sees Travolta, at the request of his
gangster boss, reluctantly taking the boss's
wife (Uma Thurman) out for a night on the
town. And the third shows a boxer (Bruce
Willis), who has been paid off by Travolta's
gangster boss to take a dive in his upcoming
fight, instead choosing to win the fight and to
take the money and run with his girlfriend.
These and other smaller subplots are cleverly
woven together to give an intensely entertaining depiction of the L.A. underworld.
But, in a film whose praise has been mostly due to its originality, these tales of hit men
and criminals are certainly nothing we haven't
seen before. So, what is it that makes the film
so fresh and so unlike anything before it? The
key does not lie in Pulp Fiction's plot-line

but, instead, in its writer and director, Quentin
Tarantino.
If this name is not familiar to you, then
.

.

learn it, because right now there is no hotter
name in Hollywood. His debut film, Re.xervoir
Dogs (1992), was the story of a jewel heist
gone bad. Written and directed by Tarantino,
the film had a story of a raw and intensely violent nature that soon made it a cult hit. Since
that moment, Quentin Tarantino has been the
"next great director" of choice. He followed
Reservoir Dogs with scripts for two movies,
True Romance and the current film Natural
Born Killers, and now with Pulp Fiction,
Tarantino has demonstrated that all the
prophecies of his unique ability were welldeserved.
There are several elements that set Pulp
Fiction and its writer/director apart from all
others. First are the characters: Tarantino
doesn't depict his hit-men as one-dimensional
killing machines. He reveals their complexities and depth by not only showing them when
they are at work, but concentrating more on
what they do before and after they work. For
example, Travolta is fantastic in showing Lus
that as hit man Vincent Vega he is not just a
killer, but a thinker and a skeptic with vulner-

ability.
And Samuel L. Jackson, in perhaps the
film's best performance as Vega's partner
Jules, gives his character an incredible intensity whether he's reading his victim a passage from the Bible as a prelude to execution
or arguing about the intimacy of foot-massages. He shows how Jules has begun to
develop a conscience and reveals the inner
conflicts that it causes. The depth of the
characters is greatly due to Tarantino's wit
and insight.
Closely-related is another of Tarantino's
strengths - dialogue. In most movies, the
dialogue is designed to cue the next dramatic
plot twist. But Pulp Fiction's characters talk
about completely random subjects, things that
any two people might talk about, and in these
conversations the characters come off as being
amazingly real, free from the Hollywood
gloss of most films.
As Jackson says about Tarantino's script,
"It's an acting script. Most screenplays
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GRADUATE

OPEN H OUSE
Friday, October 21, 1994

MIT Student Center, 3rd Floor
Mezzanine Lounge
10:00 AM

Graduate Program s In New England:
(Masters and PhD Programs)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Massachusetts
University of Rhode Island
University of Connecticut
Harvard University
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Visit the Boston Central Artery/Tunnel Project Office
For information call 253-9837
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to Eden presents cute, superficial sexual themes

EXIT TO EDEN
Directed by Garry Marshall.
Written by DeborahAmelon and Bob Brunner, based on ihe novel by Anne Rice.
StarringDana Delany, Paul Mercurio,
Rosie O'Donnell,and Dan Aykroyd.
Loews Cheri.
By Teresa Esser
he official poster for the new movie
Exit to Eden shows four principal characters. Two of these characters, Paul
Mercurio and Dana Delaney, resemble
characters in the original book by Anne Rice.
The other two characters, Dan
ON
A.m-Aykroyd and Rosie O'Donnell,
have been fused into the script
on a Hollywood attempt to
make the movie palatable to
large numbers of the viewing
j
public.
II
The central characters in the
poster, as well as the book, are a
|
dominatrix and a citizen/slave.
|||
Their story is one of dominance |
and subordination, and the trust | - -I
that can develop between a mistress and a slave.
The Hollywood add-ons
detract from the central focus
on the poster as well as on the |--|_
_
screen. The looming figures of 0 -_
Rosie O'Donncll and Dan {.__
Aykroyd make you think
.
you're going to see something |
funny and cute, when in reality
p
the story is about S&M. It's
unfortunate that Hollywood a
_
didn't trust its viewing public
enough to leave it alone with a
screenful of whips and chains.
Whenever the scenes
O
get really
T

interesting, Rosin O' Donnell
flashes' her badge. Imagine a
bedroom scene that ends with
the door being kicked wide
open. "Halt!" O'Donnell cries.
"NYPD Blue!" That's about
how the movie works.
The film itself is a combination of Dragnet, Dirly

-

photographer who has taken their picture.
It was interesting to consider the that director Garry Marshall (Pretty Wor
took in order to achieve the movie's ob
fives. On one hand, the movie did inciu
sex scene, a spanking scene, and the ac
cunnilingus. There were bikinis and tho
human ping-pong, and near-naked pz
climbing. There was a store full of wh
chains and leather apparel, as well as a ety of private collections. However, al
these hedonistic images were balanced bv
sexually repressed, middle-aged "guests'
the island, who often refused to touch tC
personal slaves. (Dan Aykroyd's charanearly fainted where
l|
female physician requhim to drop his drawers
|1
ji8This
film is interes.
as a cultural study. Cute
friendly, it makes fun
X |
: J;
societal repressions E
I--proves that nearly every:
.
has to work through so.
:
thing, even goddesses
|- : S&M.
If you liked Fantc
Island you'll love ExiEden. In this film the Vic
er is actually allowed
I> watch one or two of -

began like a police movie, but then the action
shifted to the lives of the uninvolved, peripheral characters. The background of Dana
Delaney's dominatrix was investigated partially, from her conversion from a repressed
graduate student to the time she almost cried
at her mother's funeral.
_}^^>^\
this
/
2However,
{| y

Dancing, and Fantasy Island. Its billing as a
romantic comedy is a bit misleading. Most of
the humor is centered around Dan Aykroyd's
inability to lose his inhibitions.
As far as costuming goes, the movie is
first-rate. (Hubba Hubba sent a leather
squadron to the preview.) There is a lot of
flesh shown, and the malefemale split is about 50/50.
x;
T
Most of the characters
r^
.
wander around the island in
bathing gear made of fauxleather strips.
It was difficult to determine what the producers were trying to do with this movie. It

~rK'lT\ 8 ^ M T
CSy^ j f| y\
J

y

/

f JL^ jSj JIN

background
information

only serves to

»^/

distract viewers
^-^
from the real plot: New York
police officers have to catch two diamond
smugglers who are obsessed with capturing a

w~~--_

s'>
-

.

I iBR *

ubiquitous sex acts.
"Do you want me?--

^

'xif'

-.

Hi

9 ?
IM'
1 t ^
sMg| ;
* P

e>

^b

subordinates say to th-

IS

guests. "i anm here for vc

*
^B
B
^

pleasure." Dan Aylkroyc
.'"janitor" character co
tributes an aura of repr-sion to the island of frc

.

dorn, muttering "There is
much sex going oni
around me that it distra_

me fromAi'cy work. i try P
to let it get to me by co
centrating on repair
small engines."
I
_
That sentiment alomakes this movie a rnus
| H
,.
I
_
|H
B
see for MIT students. It
^*^ :
Ho - certainly cute, and it m1
I
Rosie O'Donrnell and Dan Aykroyd star as two cops who go undercover at a fantasy sex resort in Exit To Eden, a fast help the repressed beconr
less uptight.
paced comesAy with an erotic love story.
J^^
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college

computer
I

or

& fly tWS anywhere in the

k»J

JL

personal nl

J O~vlt5

continental U.S. throughout the school year For'125*each way
based on round-trippurchase?&ga0,_

t.

* 486SLC2 50/25 MHz
* 125 MB Hard Drive
* 4MB RAM
PCMCIA Card Slot for One
Type II or Type III
Adapter
* 3.5',
1.44MB Diskette Drive
* 9.5 VGA Mono Display
* Quiet Full-Size Key Keyboard
with Integrated TrackPoint 1IIM
* Battery Pack and AC Adapter
* Lots of Preloaded Software
($463 retail value)

MIT
Comp......o..e..ion

e

MIT Computer Connection
I
JIrULEun

,,ucem -enter

W20-021
Monday Noon-4:30
Tuesday-Friday 10am-4:30pm
253-7686, mcc@mit.edu
TERMS & CONDITIONS

1

....-,-e^^_
^^ i

'

* Intel 486SX/33MHz processor
*212MB Hard Drive
* 4MB RAM (expands to 64MB)
VESA local bus
* 3 expansion slots (ISA), 3 bays
* IBM Basic Keyboard, IBM
Mouse
* DOS and Windows™preloaded
e

I

Get Real.

I

Get an IBM ThinkPado or ValuePoint"...

Offer available to an! college student. faculty and staff who purchase IBM personal computers through p
parlicipitina
i n campus I-ati... frem nave t

MIT
_
-

Cn !w-r 3i. 199'. Orders subject

availahilij%. IBM.
„ ia,

*VaWd for an, T».A destinationi in the Continental L'.S.. Puerto Rico and Mots originating from Honolulu lo Lo 4Anpees for travel Seplrember 1. 1994 thra-*. June 30. 1995 Seats are limited Certificate -r o-tafecd
ofter. U travel musmb on ots operated hy Trans World.Airinfs. Trave i not pennite on TW'A desiauted flight, njrated byanothr carrier. oron Traa.< Worid Expras 1a a dvnCur hse. b (arku
demand rain other triteioaolyl
IBM and ThinkPad are regi termedt aurks of Internaiori ru-^nes sMact nesCo.rporanon. ValuePoint and Tr akPoin 11are tradkmarks <lf Internatonal Busi 9 Machines Corpraon. 'A is a rstere trademar orTr., W rld Ur As In..
© International Busines- Machines Corporalion 1994.
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Sharp political themes cany Mathews E anid release^

isks

UNDER THE TABLE DREAMING

The Table Dreaming, the producing talents of

The lyrics reflect the emotionally inquisi-

Dave Mathews Band.
RCA Records.

Steve Lillywhite (who has produced for U2
and Peter Gabriel) enhances the album's pre-

tive mind of Mathews. "Dancing Nancies"
conveys a struggles for understanding identi-

sentation. In the past year, the Dave Mathews
Band was playing to sold out concert halls of
1,500 or more, including an arena performance to a packed crowd of 14,000.
Under the Table Dreaming offers two
songs that were also recorded on Remember
Two Things, local Charlottesville favorites
"Satellite" and "Ants Marching."
A native of Johannesburg, South Africa,
bandleader Dave Mathews assembled the
DMB in 1991 and wrote all of the songs featured on Under The Table Dreaming, except
for an instrumental tribute to the death of a
friend called "#34."

ty, while "Ants Marching" remembers simpler, child-like times, ". . . remembers being
small t Playing under the table and dreaming."
Surely Mathew's South African background contributed to "Typical Situation," a
straightforward criticism of world political
machines. A favorite of fans, "Rhyme & Reason" could be skipped on this recording. This
angry song, which is meant to reveal a
painful, tortured mind, did not retain the
impact it carries when heard live.
A unique sounds encompasses the cornplex lyrics; Mathews plays most of the lead
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little over two years ago, a small local
band in Charlottesville, Va., walked
out of a recording session after only a
rsfew
days of work, citing creative differences among their members. This was the
Dave Mathews Band first attempt to independently release an album. They tried again only
months later and released Remember Two
Things, an album which placated die-hard
fans, but suffered from poor production.
In the band's recent RCA release, Under

guitar work, with drums by Carter Beauford
and Stefan Lessard on bass. But if this were
all, RCA might never have taken notice of
the Dave Mathews Band. In addition to
these three musicians, the energetic violin of
Boyd Tinsley and the intricate sax work of
Leroi Moore dance around every song with
variations on the themes, giving the DMB
the ability to avoid repetitive, scratchedrecord melodies that plague many modern
releases.
The DMB is best described as alternativerock with a great deal of popular appeal. Fans
of the hard-core alternative scene may not
enjoy the significant jazz influence. Keep your
eyes peeled, for the DMB is rumored to have
a Cambridge appearance soon.

JapaneseHI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
teak house displays
good
foods poor servime
&VP
9wf
BISMTEK1 JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE

FS1?

777 Memorial Dr., Cambridge.
Phone: 492-7777.
Entrees: $16-20.
By Scott Deskin

w-^
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ARTS EDITOR

he |

In

recent years, between cooking-at-home
and excessive fast-food consumption, it
seems that dining in American restaurants
has been elevated to somewhat of an art.
As customers, we expect a good meal and a
courteous staff, but we also demand something that's out of the ordinary. Therefore, my
recent trip with a friend to the Bisuteki Japanese Steak House seemed like a logical choice
to break out of my commonplace dining
habits. Located on the first floor of the
Howard Johnson Hotel (not in itself reason
enough to condemn an eating establishment),
just beyond the now-defunct Stop 'n Shop on
Memorial Drive, Bisuteki promises a lot for
its patrons but only partially satisfies them.
The main entry of Bisuteki is a bar area
from which customers may order a drink or a
small order of sushi before the meal after they
have requested a table in the restaurant. The
sushi bar items include hamachi (yellow-tail

he
air
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nigc
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tuna), uni (sea urchin), and murigai (giant
clam); they range from $3 to $5 for each twopiece order. Unfortunately, my fixed budget
only allowed for the price of the hibachi grill
dinner, so I had to sate my appetite with the
snack mix at the bar. The atmosphere is rather
tight and indistinguishable from countless
other bar establishments, although the bartender was courteous and attentive.
My guest and I waited for about 20 minutes before getting a table, which is fair considering that I did not make reservations. The
seating arrangement puts eight people at an
oblong table that surrounds a Japanese hibachi
grill. From there, we waited another 10 minutes before our table was filled to capacity and
our orders were taken. The menu offers a
standard selection of grill favorites (steak,
chicken, shrimp, and scallops), starting at $ 16,
each served with vegetables, soup, and salad.
The dinner menu also faces a prominently-displayed specialty drink menu (average price
$5).
Each person was presented with a hot
towel before the meal began; this unexpected
touch underscored the restaurant's notion of
hospitality, with soft pop melodies flowing
from the overhead speakers and waitresses in

kimonos tending to the customers. The soup
was a salty broth with a few onions and mushrooms for flavor, while the salad was lettuce
and radish in an excessive amount of ginger
vinaigrette dressing; neither was very impressive or satisfying.
The presentation of the main course of the
meal was certainly the highlight of the
evening. Our chef cordially greeted us and
promptly went to work, heating up the grill
and frying some shrimp as an appetizer for
everyone's meal. The steak and chicken that I
sampled, along with the zucchini and mushrooms, were quite good. The meal proceed in
a logical way, as well; for the chef prepared
each person's meal in stages, according to the
distribution of food between different orders
(i.e., steak, steak and scallops, steak and
shrimp, etc.). The personality of the chef may
vary widely from table to table: While our
chef spoke very little, the chef at an adjacent
table was busy dicing and tossing food
through the air and over the grill, much to the
delight of his audience.
When it came time for the check, the waitress was busy tending to another table. Over
20 minutes passed before she realized that my
table's patrons were ready for their checks

(taking the multiple credit cards held in the air
as a visual cue). Such apparent ignorance can
be rationalized by knowing that the Sunday
evening of my visit was "Children-under-12eat-free" night, and that the managers and
waitresses probably had their hands full keeping children away from the stoves or from
wandering behind the main podium to the
cash register. Nevertheless, the people at my
table wasted no time in getting their bills paid
(except for the group that was unfortunate
enough to ask, and wait, for ice cream).
In all, Bisuteki Japanese Steak House was
a disappointment. Perhaps I would have been
better-advised to try the sushi as an appetizer
to quell my appetite before the main meal. I
also should have attended on another evening
when kids were not the main attraction with
dinner. However, I get the feeling that the proprietors of the restaurant are living entirely off
the reputation of food and atmosphere, not
service - not a healthy attitude to justify with
the above-average price of their meals. As a
college student, I suggest that you don't go
unless you have a fair amount of time, and
money, on your hands.

Write Arts for The Tech Call 225-15041 and asfk for Scott.
_
I--------·-·· ------ ·--------- ···-

Technical Associate Program

CS First Boston
CS First Boston, a major international investment bank, headquartered in New York City, will be
recruiting at MIT for the Technical Associate Program in the Information Services Department. We are
looking for Seniors with strong analytical and computer skills who want to furtier develop and utilize
these skills in the financial services industry. CS First Boston uses the latest advances in hardware and
software to create systems crucial to our success in the financial marketplace. If you are interested in
combining the fast-paced excitement of Wall Street with the stimulating challenge of technology, this
program will be of interest to you.
We will be recruiting on campus for filfl time positions on Thursday, November 17 1994

To learn more about the Technical Associate Program, please join us for our Information
Session:

TONIGHT
Tuesday, October 18, 1994
7:00 p.m.
Room 4-153
..900ft-

CS FIRST BOSTON
·------VI
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Liz Phairs new abum continues sexual asertivenesS
WHIP-SMART

in each song she tells a little story whose context conjures up a word or a phrase that defies
conversational limits.
Phair's disaffected, ambivalent delivery of
the story in the album's first song, "Chop__
sticks," makes one i
wonder what's real- r

Liz Phair.
Matador/AtlanticRecords.

-

By Scott Deskin
ARS EDITOR

iz Phair's career is probably as close to
being on the fast-track of up-and-coming "alternative" rock acts as one could
hope for. Phair's debut album, Exile in
Guyville, was released last year to moderately
good sales and - more importantly - wildly
enthusiastic critical acclaim. Ostensibly a
sharp reply to the Rolling Stones' masterwork
L

a

ff

li19

|v drums) and John Henderson (guitar), does credit to Phair's material. The instrumentals are clear
_8flylfc~~ and tangible enough to sustain
HH^BH the rhythm, but not able over_w-imB power Phair's thin and technical_BpH~l ly unremarkable voice. Yet,
Whip-Smart boasts the same lyrical directness as its predecessor
that precludes grandiose vocal
III l
delivery or grotesque sexual pos11turing.
The album carries over many
^J^^^
a|H~ of the same ideas that permeated
the concept of her debut, but is
11l
subdued by its reluctance to
[often
^jfllj
take on another lofty concept, to
gggy
directly confront the problematic
male-female relationship. It's
also sure to earn comparisons to

_

l

|

1

it

plainly describes

Exile on Main Street (1 972), Guyville's 18

E|

tracks proudly displayed Phair's unabashed
sexual and emotional openness with the male
subjects of her songs.
After a year of stage-fright from touring,
media exposure, and time to soak in her success, Liz Phair releases Whip-Smart. a surprisingly succinct and coherent follow-up to
Guyville. Although it lacks some of the grand,
sweeping concept that the prior album had
borrowed from its male-dominated, classicrock basis, her new album breaks off into new
directions, reasserting female sexual longings
without succumbing to their banalities.
Both albums have a sound that is simultaneously unremarkable and refreshing; as such,
both albums are eminently list-enable, because
Phair has a flair for the melodic pop hook. It's
easy to dismiss Whip-Sarlt's batch of songs
at first listen because they sound so familiar,
and perhaps a bit comforting, in relation to the
collective memory of the school of popular
music. Then the lyrics hit you. It's not just
that Phair is willing to drop the occasional
expletive into her dialogue with the listener,
just to make sure she's not misunderstood; but

sex the overused cliches of love.
e
couching
On Exile In Guyville, Phair tied her songs
to the challenge of life and love in a maledominated (sexual and musical) world. Her
new album may at first see) like a retreat

the absurd. The most memorable scene in
Reservoir Dogs, the infamous "ear" scene,
had one of the jewel thieves cutting off a captive policeman's ear. Certainly there are
scenes of the same gruesome magnitude in

Pulp, from Page 7 of acting, real

minutes

dialogue. Pulp Fiction has these huge chunks
of dialogue that move the script along. It's
totally engrossing."
The other element that really gives Pulp
Fiction its unique personality is Tarantino's
love of the shocking, the unpredictable, and

Pulp Fiction, including an adrenaline shot
given to Uma Thurman when she is overdosing on cocaine, and a scene involving Bruce
Willis and two redneck homosexual rapists.
_·

r-

song represents another facet

of

Phair's fasci-

nation with the opposite sex, whether it be the I
slick wordplay of the MTV-hitbound "Supernovap ("Your lips are sweet and slippery like I
a cherub's bare wet ass") or the tender multio

But, what's amazing is Tarantino's ability to
find humor and absurdity in even the most
horrible situation. You find yourself laughing
at things that should just not be funny, and
that is what's most memorable.
Pulp Fiction's got everything going for it.
From top to bottom, the performances are dazzling, the dialogue is crackling, and the story
never hits a lull. Tarantino's twisted mix of

F
I Everybody is TaIking
About
1

S convenent M
isna^

less refined and more impressive
album. Therefore, it's a solid
transitional effort, a release
issued the year after Liz Phair's
iB|
sexual revolution. Perhaps her
Ig~il
HB -- J next album will find her in
unabashed, unapologetic form. Still, it's a recommended purchase for anyone who loved
her first album and, better still, for those who
still take their romantic rock 'n' roll cues from
Journey and Whitesnake.

andry comic fun
grite any

~isgnessoe,

involve maybe 15 to 20

/

Exile in Guyville, which is the

p A

c

| members Brad Wood (bass and

}T[

.|l

| |l

|

familiar nursery-

tune,

r-

.s

head: A musical
variation on a
school

tracked vocals on "Nashville" ("I won't decorate my love"). The sentiments that Phair
delivers vary widely from song to song, but
each idea coheres around the central theme of
independence and respect.
The subdued production,
_F
mixed and engineered by band

from this premise, for many of her songs draw
heavily from simple cultural texts, like nursery school rhymes ("Dogs of L.A." and
"Whip-Smart") or rock-poet fantasy ("Supernova" and "X-Ray Man"). However, each

the ludicrous, the horrifying, and the hilarious
manages to be incredibly entertaining and,
most of all, funny.
Regardless whether or not you're into
movies or if you're unsure about your predisposition to this one, I suggest you see Pulp
Fiction. I guarantee it's unlike anything
you've ever seen and it's something you'll not
soon forget.
I
-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I
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ore Than Just a Bookstore!

JOSTENS

Golden Opportunity:
Save On M.I.T Class Rings at Jostens Ring Days!
0g

October 18 & 1 9, loon-5PISI
at The BV1.5.T Coop at Kendall.

S

$1 50 OFF 1 8K
$80 OFF 141K
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$40 OFF 1 OK

XE
s

E

Recall those golden memories of your years at M.I.T. with handsomely
crafted class rings by Jostens in rich 10K, 14K or 18K gold. M.I.T.
class rings are available for seniors, graduate students and alumni.
':::i::::;::·:'::::::;

--

-- --

,A,

The Coop at Kendall Square
3 Cambridge Center
Mon Fri 8:45-7:00
Thur Til' 8:30
Sat 9:15-6:00
-

L

Jostens Lifetime Golden Warranty:

_

--

* Resize your ring at any time FREE

i

--

*

Replace or repair any defect in materials or workmanship in
either a simulated stone or ring FREE

Change curriculum or graduation year FREE
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Appy for the Discover ®Card
by November I0.
Spend $~75. Get $25 back ~

'!

.

NO Annual Fee..
Look for applications and certificates on campus.

MEMBER

IF TV{

}OlV

NETWORK ©1994 greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC.

*This offer valid for Discover Card applications received by 11/10/94, that are approved and enrolled between 9/21 and 11/21/94.
Offer valid for purchases made by 3/31/95. Cash advances/balance transfers excluded. Offer limited to one reDate per account.
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Later Hours at ATMs
Lauded by Students
ATM, from Page 1
said.
The Lobby 10 machines seem
safe because suspicious people
would stick out and "most people
would not hang out there," Aghinii
said.
Amanda K. Ames '96 said she
usually ends up using the Student
Center ATMs though she sometimes
uses the ones in Kendall Square
when she is going to the MBTA
stop.
"I would definitely use the
Lobby 10 ATMs," Ames said.
"There are a lot of times when I
walk by and they are not open."
Alison R. Frand G, who was
robbed at an ATM in Kenmore
Square last May, supports the new
hours. "I think keeping the one in
Lobby 10 open is a good idea - it's
secure."

"I never understood why the

Lobby 10 ATMs close," said Stanislaw M. Jarecki '95. "It's a secure
Students should use caution
Frand said that many students do

not understand how easily a robbery
could occur at an ATM and that
they should be more careful.
Aghinii said he thinks about
security when he is using ATMs,
but "if you need money, you have to
get it."
Jarecki, who lives in Random

- -iff

'l 8

|Orders

l
I

^HH
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aaadte

The last victim of the robber,
Joel P. Johnson '98, was approached
as he left his fraternity house on
the morning of Oct. 7. The robber
showed Johnson a gun and walked
him at gunpoint to the Quality
Mart ATM on the corner of Massachusetts Avenue and Beacon Street
where he forced Johnson to withdraw $500, Johnson said.
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MORGAN STANLEY
Cordially invites undergraduates of all majors
to attend a presentation on

Last chance...
to get a higher score

Analyst Program Opportunities in:

J
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_ff"

Investment Banking
Public Finance
Fixed Income
Corporate Treasury

r IR m m

Thursday, October 20, 1994
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Room 4-163

CLASSES ON or NEAR M.I.T.:
LSAT: Class starts 10/23, meets Sun. and Thurs.

I

GRE: Class starts 11/2, meets Wed. and Mon.
MCAT: Class starts 12/8, meets Thurs.
Iues. and un..
%I.b: tlaut 1 I/17,Ieeu

The presentationwill be followed by an informal
reception hosted by representativesof the businesses listed above.

i r% nSupts.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
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Applications are available in 3-123.
For more information, call Shonna Yin
or Tracy Purinton at 253-0742 or stop
by the Public Service Center.

81

(for dine-in dinners only; $10 minimum purchase)

L,,~,-~--_-

Fellowships of $1200 are available for M.I.T.
undergraduate involvement in Science Curriculum
Development or EducationalTechnology Support for
Cambridge Public Schools.

I

'1O THE M.I.T. CAMPUS - $10 MINIMUM
FR'E DELIVERY
Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95
l Special Dinner Plate just $4.95 all day long
15% OFF WITH THIS AD (VALID THRU 12/30/94)

.I

With 120 hours overLAP, you can
make a difference in a ch ildfs life...
and get paid!/

I

302 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge !
to go, or dining in !

M.n.day -- 'lihursday-,

I/"'- i yyo

PUBLIC SERVICE CENTER
FELLOWSHIP

.- w:ittdraw jW.
hi,-, to

+'J
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Eric D. Kupferberg G was
robbed at gunpoint at the Kendall
Square ATM on Sept. 23. The robber followed Kupferberg out of the
ATM lobby into the Sloan School
parking lot, where he showed him a
gun, escorted him back to the ATM,

n
I LaCrr¥s Chi
!

I~~~

The Cambridge Police arrested
the "Baybank bandit" last Tuesday
evening, according to Frank
Pasquarello, public information officer for the Cambridge Police. The
suspect, Willy Dorch, is accused of
robbing six people, including two
MIT students.

an'nrted
forc

place."

iI

Hall, said he usually uses the ATMs
in Central Square. "I think having a
bike really helps because I always
get out of the place when I see suspicious-looking people," he said.
The Student Center is a good
place to use the ATMs because of
the Campus Police presence, Jarecki
said.
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Write News for The Tech!
Call x3-1541 and ask for Soo, Ramy, or Dan.

SO YOU'RE GOOD INI MATH
If you have a strong math aptitude and a business orientation, (math major
not required) the actuarial profession offers unlimited career potential.
The Equitable, a financial giant, is one of the nation's largest life insurance
companies. As a member of our Actuarial Development Program, your skills
will be developed through a series of varied job assignments and continued
formal education.

-

--

-

-

To learn more, come to my presentation on October 20 at 4:30 p.m. in
Room 310 of the Harvard Science Center.

Perry L. Wiseblatt, FSA

Reinsurance Actuary

-g

EQUITABLE

787 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019
Equal Opportunity Employer

A Burton-Conner executive
committee meeting was called
Thursday night to discuss the events
of the previous two mornings,
Luperchio said.

Fire, from Page 1
flammable material had been spread
over a lit electric burner, producing
smoke, Luperchio said.
"This is an extremely serious
matter," Driscoll said. "The ramifications of it will be severe criminal
prosecution if this turns out to be
intentional arson. I hope that somebody doesn't think this is funny."

"We had reps from the Safety
Office, house security, and Campus
Police to discuss what was known,"
Luperchio said. Floor chairs then
discussed the issue with the residents of each floor, he said.
A similar incident was reported
in a fourth suite on Friday afternoon, Driscoll said. No attempts
have been reported since.
Campus Police and dormitory
leaders have responded to the
attempts with security improvements at the dormitory.
"We're working with the housing dorm patrols," Driscoll said.
"They're being extra vigilant;
they'll be making rounds more
often."
Campus Police has also requested that residents lock doors that
open into hallways and that residents immediately report any suspicious persons or actions, Driscoll
said. Floor chairs have sent these
suggestions to residents via electronic mail.
"Someone's totally sick or something," Uribarri said. "The suite
doors [must] be locked now. People
were totally against that. We were
really upset. We couldn't figure out
why people were doing this."
"I don't see any other concern
besides locking the doors and [turning] around when you hear someone
walking behind you, to make sure
it's someone from the dorm,"
Salomon G. Davila Jr. '97 said.
"People are a little more concerned, but not terrified," Davila
said.

Thursday incident follows

discovered in Burton suite 333 early
Thursday morning.
Luis A. Uribarri '95, a resident
of the suite, was going to the Burton
front desk when he noticed smoke

in the hallway. "I was on my way to
the elevator when I saw a haze in
the hallway," Uribarri said. "As I
walked down the hall, it got thicker;
by the time I got to the 333 suite I
couldn't see my hand in front of my
face."
At first, "I didn't know where
the fire was coming fi-omn," Uribarri
said. "There were some oven mitts
and towels [on the stove], and the
burner was turned all the way utip,
and there was a lot of smoke but no
fire," he said. "I took the whole
chunk and threw it out the window."
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Adam Gaffin
foreword by Mitchell Kapor
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INVENTION
The Care and Feeding of Ideas
introduction by SteveJoshua Heims

Accessible, fiicnrlly, ai id auiilhui ialtive, LtlS is clear, bare-

jvurbcri vvimner

bones introduction to the Internet. Up-dated monthly
on-line. Originally "published" electronically as TheBig
Dummy's Guide to the Internet., Everybody's Guide is a
project of the Electronic Frontier Foundation.
S14.95

Internationally honored, Norbert Wiener (18941964), Institute Professor at MIT, was an insightful
observer of the role of science in society. This book,
written in 1954 but only now published for the first
time, can be read as a salutary critique of events in
science that Wiener accurately predicted and a chance
to rethink the components of a social and political
climate that encourages inventiveness.
$9.95

GLOBAL. NETWORKS
Computers and International Communication
edited by Linda M. Harasim

--

Prompt High Security

I

EVERYBODY'S GUIDE TO THE INTERNET

-

Four Fire Attempts

Another attempt to set a fire was

A unique work-study summer internship is also available.
(Housing provided for interested students.)

October 18, 1994
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Twenty-one contributions focus on the implementation,
application, and impact of computer-mediated communication in a global context.
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OCTOBER IS
BANNED BOOKS MONTH

Celebrate America's Freedom to Read
Stop in and visit our display books
which have been threatened in different
parts of the U.S....it will shock you!
See our special related coupon ad
elsewhere in this newspaper (or call for
details) - buy a banned book and save
on any MIT Press books purchased at
the same time!

aiperhais
_ffrm The MIIT Press

THE SEXUAL BRAIN
Simon LeVay
"Elegantly, even wittily, written [LeVay] merges evolutionary theory, endocrinology, molecular genetics and
cognitive psychology into a synthesis that is brilliant
and entertaining." - Peter Gormer, The Chicago Tribune
A new afterword takes up the work of Dean Hamer and
colleagues who in 1993 produced molecular genetic
evidence for the existence of a gene that influences sexual
orientation in men.
ABradford Book, $10.95

WIRELESS IMAGINATION
Sound, Radio, and the Avant-Garde
edited by Douglas Kahn and Gregory WIhitehead
"Wireless Imagination is abeautifully produced collection of essays on the interplay between art, noise, experimental music, and technology.... An enlightening
exploration of a little-known area of art history."
- Gareth Branwyn, Wired
$17.95

BAD GIRLS
edited by Marcia Tucker
Published by The MIT Press.
Available at fine bookstores.
I The MIT Press Bookstore
Kendall Square
292 Main Street
Cambridge MA 02142
617 253-5249
M-F 9-7, Sat 10-6, Sun 1-6.

s

with essays by Marcia Tucker, Marcia Tanner,
Linda Goode Bryant, and Cheryl Dunye

Using humor as a subversive weapon and having a field
day with cosmetic aids and transgressive bodies, the arrists in Bad Girls take on questions of gender, race, class,
age, and sex by challenging conventional ideas about
motherhood, food, fashion, beauty, work, marriage, and
psychoanalysis.
Distributed for The New Museum of Contemporary Art, 78 illus., 8 in
color. 519.95
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THE OPTICAL UNCONSCIOUS
Rosalind E. Krauss
"This is critical theory grounded in the viscera and in
the libido. A minimum of academic jargon, a satisfying helping of lovely description, a surprising amount
of good dirty sex, not to mention an all-star cast of
characters - Greenberg, Pollock, Woolf, Warhol,
Deleuze, Sartre, Artaud, Madonna, and Jung productively inhabit these pages - which add up to nothing
less than a persuasive rewriting of 20th-century culture." - Voice Literary Supplement
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London ..........................-..

$418
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Paris ................................... .. 2S

118 illus., $17.95

M exico City ......................... 296

REMOTE CONTROL
Power, Cultures, and the World
of Appearances

Caracas ................................ 423

BarbaraKruger
Who speaks? Who is silent? Who is seen? Who is
absent? Barbara Kruger is an artist whose pictures
and words question and engage power. Written over
the last decade, her essays speak to our criticality and
our dreams of affirmation.
256 pp., $10.95 now inpaperback

1018

E

Sydney ................................ 1269
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z

Buenos Aires......................

THE RECONFIGURED EYE
Visual Truth in a Post-Photographic Era

Prices Ue roundtrip. Tax not included.
Some restrictions apply.
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WilliamJ. Mitchell
"Aliterate account of a new technology and its impli-

E

Tokyo ................................... 839

11-1

cations. TheReconfiguredEye provides a framework for

studying a culture permeated by the simulation, recombination and appropriation of imagery."

STA TRAVEL
We

-Graphis
273 pp., 110 illus. 30 incolor, $24.95 now inpaperback
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MAT Students Helped
Out Throughout City

.
,

Project America, from Page 1
the Infinite Corridor and Building
18.

In the opening speech, Ramer
thanked President Charles M. Vest,
the Undergraduate Association, and
the Interfiaternity Council for assisting with the event at MIT. "Alpha
Tau Omega really put the day
together," Ramer said. Sigma
Kappa, Sigma Chi, and Sigma Phi
Epsilon also sent large numbers of
volunteers, he said.
Many of the volunteers came
from independent living groups,
Sonu said. Fifteen out of 40 living
groups participated, she said.
Volunteers "did things that we
don't have time to get to in a regular
day," said Yvonne Shea, facilities
manager for the Cambridge and
Sommerville Program for Alcohol
Rehabilitation shelter. "It was a
good experience for everyone."

The volunteers cleaned stoves
and floors at thie CASPAR shelter,

Shea said. "They made the kitchen
shine," she said. The CASPAR shel-

I

X

I

X

.

ter is open 24 hours a day, serves
three meals a day, and can accommodate 55 homeless men and
women, she said..
"'Students were enthusiastic and
motivated," said Alice Gollan, volunteer project manager for Travelers
Aid Society. Travelers Aid Society
administers aid to travelers in need,
Gollan said. Five volunteers painted
the waiting room at the society, she
said.
"Today should just be a starting
point," Ramer said. The purpose of
the day is to "get people committed
to community service in the longterm," he said.
Most organizations are in need
of volunteers year round. "I would
really like some students back here
for Christmas or Thanksgiving,"
Wild said.
Timothy Fazio, a student at
Pennsylvania Sate University and a
former high school classmate of
Ramer, and Joseph Kohli, also of
Penn State, are the other two
founders of the project.

.

There must be some way to avoid doing
the same thing for the next forty years
You'll be gettingyourdegreefrom a top school. And you're ready to
find a great job. The question is: which job? And can it interest you for
your whole career?

.

At Andersen Consulting, it's ourjob to help clients do what they do.
Only better. For you, that means opportunity and challenge.

REACH
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Part of our business is anticipating
the future. So come talk to us about
yours. Find out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.

TEHsifi
No other profession has this power. The power to wake up
young minds. The powerto wake up the world. Teachers have
that power. Reach for it. Teach. For information call:

A -.

AiNDERSEN
I CONSULTING
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN &CO., S.C.
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Where we go from here.

Andersen Consulting is an equal opportunity employer
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JOIN US FOR OUR INFORMATION SESSION AT MIT

1-800-45-TEACH,

. TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 7:00 PM, ROOM 4-159

Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.
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Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 19 & 20
d

OF
CHANGES~~~~~~

to evolve and grow so you can

make the most of these oppor.
tunities.
The ability to respond posi.
tively to change has made
Applied Materials the world's
leading producer of semiconductor fabrication systems.
Some of these changes are
natural and gradual. Others
require a high tolerance for
ambiguity.

r$%d

JI1

i

1

That's the way semiconductors
are made here at Applied
Materials. And the way
careers are made begins at our
on-canipus interview sessions.
So make plans to join us.

I

Opportunities for
New Graduates

Which brings us to you; the
expert on change. You're in
the midst of the most dramatie
transition you'll ever make in
your life. And if you find this
experience exciting, you'll be a
great fit with Applied Materials.

Information Session
Wednesday, October 26
4-159 Main Bldg. #4
6pm-8pm

On-Campus Interviews
Thursday and Frday
October 27 and 28
Career Services, 9am-5pm

You'll work with the world's
most advanced chipmaking
systems. And we'll give you
all the tools to do things right,
inan environment rich with
freedom and responsibility.
Of course, we ha-e high expectations for performance, but
you're used to that by now.

I

I
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HANGE.

Customers change. Markets
change. And only one thing
remains the same: The need

I

iI

-

I
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Contact your placement
center for an appointment, or
send your resume to Applied
Materials, 3050 Bowers
Avenue. M/S 182i. Dent

m

CIMT1018PW, Santa Clara,
CA, 95054. EOE
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The MIT Pep Squad entertains the crowd assembled for Saturday's homecoming game.
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A dramatic increase in the price of

W"EN DRINKING,

CALL AFRIEND.

pizza. Your ethics prof is demanding kickbacks.
Whatever explanation you give your folks for

OR GET ARIDE
WITH A
STRANGER.

pauperdom, with
$56 fares on
the Delta Shuttle,

'.:3

telling them you spent it all rushing home to

vnnv

Savo So Murh M

them just won't fly anymore.

Flying Home You'll
Need ANew Excuse To
Borrow Some When
You Get There.

I
,Intrd,,,in, the Delta Sh,.tt! Flight

V.-rarF~~

err -amms

Pack. You can get four one-way Shuttle
coupons for $253* Or eight for $443* Stop at

i

any Delta ticket office in New York, Boston or
Washington. DC or just pick up a pack at any
Delta Shuttle airport ticket

.·

^

counter and on. Mo

Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license, a conviction, or
even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It's
the best call you can make. \/

reservations necessary.
The Delta Shuttle's made getting
home cheap and easy, and explaining where all

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDA'TIiON'

your money went hard. 'Course if all else fails,
you can always tell your parents the dog ate it.
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LONDON
AMSTERDAM

$173
$215

MILAN

$239

TEL AVIV
$349
SYDNEY
$687
HONG KONG
$425
Fares are each way based on a round trip
purchase from Boston. StudentorFaculty ID
mav be rf-rl.--A Tana
,. P-SU«_-h,-s I.
iu...j
- .F-ar.s. sAu.b..O
cLho.&UnIanLg..3 IuL
included. Fares subject to change.
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---YOU'LL LOVE THE WAY WE FLY"
I
*Passnger Flcility Charge ot $S24is included in taire. Fares valid only with purchase of four or eight coupon booklet. Delta Flight Pack coupons are valid for travel only on the Delta Shuttle for youth between the ages of 12-24. Identification and
proof
of age are required. ]The coupons are valid for one year from the date of issuance. Eligible travel periods are Monday-Friday between 10:30am-2:30pm and 7:30pm-9:30pm; and all day Saturday and Sunday. Coupons are also valid for travel
between 10:30am on Nov. 23, 1994 and 9:30pm on Nov. 28, 1994. Travel outsideofthe designated times is permitted upon payment of the difference between the fare in effect at the time oftravel and the value of one flight pack discount
coupon.
Entire flight coupon book must be presented at the time of travel. Coupons are invalid if detached from book. Refunds are available with penalties. O 1994 Delta Air Lines, Inc.
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Finboard Decisions
Await UAC Approval
Finboard, from Page 1

I

.

tage to give an oral defense," Wyatt
said.
there are "limited resources and
The Finboard has a budget of
unlimited requests," Wyatt said.
$70,000 for student activities for
The recommendations will not
this year, Wyatt said. During the
be voted on at tomorrow's UAC
funding allocations for this term last
meeting because the council still
April, the Finboard recommended
needs to hold elections for three
and the UAC approved $33,000 to
positions, Wyatt said.
$34,000 for student groups, he said.
Because there are variables and
Finboard review process
student groups do not always spend
During the review process,
all of their allocated money from
groups turn in a written defense and
previous terms, the Finboard has
each activity's budget is looked at
money to allocate during appeals
separately on a case-by-case basis,
meetings, Wyatt said.
Wyatt said.
Though Finboard might not
Because funds are much more grant funding to student groups, it
limited during appeals, groups are can still recommend loans for
these
less likely to receive money than if activities. For example, Finboard
they were to ask for money during
does not fund fundraisers, but it
the normally scheduled meetings, does offer loans for start-up
costs,
Wyatt said. "Appeals requests are Wyatt said. The Finboard
chair
more scrutinized" than regular
deals with all of the loans, he said.
requests, he said.
At the appeals meeting, the stuStudent activities are allowed to
dent group Circle K requested $830
give oral defenses during the budget but received no money.
Instead,
compilation meetings. More do so they were granted a loan recommenduring the general meetings, but dation, according to Wyatt.
three groups gave oral defenses durFinboard will have the budget
ing the appeals meeting, Wyatt said.
compilation meeting to decide fundThough time is usually limited,
ing recommendations for the spring
"it is always to the groups advanterm on Nov. 19-20.
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Volunteer. The United Way Voluntary Action
Center (VAC) can match your time and talents to
satisfying, meaningful, fun activities. Whatever your
time and talents, wherever you live, we can make
the right match. Call the VAC at 617-422-6775
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PUT A LITTLE FUN
IN YOUlR IFE.
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ADRIANE P.CHAPMAN- THE TECH
The Toons, MIT's newest a cappella group, sing at the Family Weekend Concert,
which was held
Saturday night in Kresge Auditorium.
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Buy one Boku FruitJuice Cooler and Get
another one for a Friend
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So you know
three people

I from high

school
and your new
roommate-Time to
a'<"
expand your
' ;j!
horizons, Time to expand
your social circle. Grab a
refreshing, fruity Boku and make a
new friend. Buv one for vnourself an
you get one for the Girl that sits next to

.

you in English or the Guy you've been dying to
study with. Let them get to know you, and let them
learn about the great taste of Boku from you.
This very sociable offer available at:

t
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All Participating Christy's and Store 24 Campus Locations
Laveirdi's Market, M.I.T. Campus
7-Eleven, 750 Mass. Avenue, Cambridge

RESUME DROP DATES
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OCTOBER 17 - 24
-

College Recruiting-CL
Signet Bank Card, Attn: 12061-0430
P.O. Box 85525, Richmond, VA 23285-5525
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Offer good only when you present this coupon at
All Participating Christy's and Store 24 Campus Locations
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Buy one 16oz. Boku Fruit juice Cooler and
Get an Extra One for a Fiend FREEJ

Bank Card is an equal
-Signet
opportunity employer and encourages women and minorities to apply. Signet promotes a drug-free workplace.
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Everyone is looking for value.

becoming a patient is easy. Come in

Getting good quality at an

for one of the most thorough eye
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affordable price. And that's what

exams you ever had. Our con-

COSMETIC TINT
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tact lens specialists will evaluate
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England College of Optometry, we
i

your eyes and current lenses

great replacement lenses at these

carry on a century-old tradition of maintain-

extremely low prices, which are equal to

ing the cutting edge in eyecare and contact

or less than almost

lenses at prices everybody can live with.

anyplace else. All

Every NEED patient is entitled to our low

FDA-approved

prices. Current patients already enjoy this

lenses are avail-

benefit in an environment that emphasizes

able. If your lenses

attention to their individual needs. And

aren't listed, call us.
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Quarterback Scott Volrath '95 prepares to connect with a
downfield receiver during Saturday's homecoming game.
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A comprehensive eyecare and teaching facility of the New England College of Optometry
OFFICE HOURS: M - W: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m., Th - F: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sat.: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1255 Boylston Street (next to Fenway Park) · Boston, MA 02215
Call Today: (617) 262-2020
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Last year, your contributions helped 37,000 recovering
alcohol ard drug abusers. This year, your help will be needed more than ever.
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USING THE SAME RECIPE
FOR 75 YEARS.
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In 1919 Ma Edlestein opened her new restaurant. The S&S.
The name came from the Yiddish expression essen essen, or
eat eat! And it summed up Ma's philosophy.
75 years later Ma's great grandson and granddaughter
are keeping up the tradition and serving a lot more than just deli.
These days you can get everything from grilled salmon,
to a boursin burger, to chocolate mouse pie. to great

Student Center, Mezzanine Lounge

deli. In portions that Ma would have been proud of.
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f

Stop by and see why, the more things change the -more they stay the same, if you have the right recipe.

Restaurant

A Great Find Since 1919
Catering · Deli · Restaurant oFunction Room
1334 Cambridge St., Cambridge, MA. Tel. (617) 354-0620
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Jose DeLeon Makes Return at Homecoming Game
j

Football, from Page 24
well last week against Westfield
State College. On the first play
Vollrath was tackled for a loss of 4
yards as the first quarter ended.
In the next quarter, a pivotal pass
interference call on a fourth down
gave the Beavers a first down at the
Curry 10. After that, DeLeon eventually scored from 5 yards on a
sweep to the left with 11:35 left in
the half. The PAT gave MIT a commanding 28-0 lead.
On the next series, Curry finally
generated a first down on offense
when A. J. Vieira gained 4 yards on
a second down play which moved
the ball to the Colonel 48. On the
next play, Curry finally moved the
ball into MIT territory on a 5-yard
run by Vieira. The Colonels would
eventually move the ball to the
Beaver 26.
However, Bussey was sacked by
John Niforatos '97 and Ferrigno for
a 13-yard loss on the very next play.
After an incomplete pass, Niforatos
sacked Bussey at the Curry 43 caus-

i

ing a fumble which Kevin Trexler
'98 returned 23 yards to the Colonel
20.
The turnover provided MIT with
another scoring opportunity, but the
Beavers fumbled at the Curry 7yard line. After that series, neither
team could score so the half ended
with the score remaining 28-0.
The big difference in the half
was the advantage MIT had in field
position. On average, Curry started
its possessions on their own 26
while the Beavers started on the
Colonel 31. This great difference
allowed MIT to score easily.
Head coach Dwight Smith said,
"We had good field possession the
whole first half. It makes a big difference. They had no kicking game.
Their punter was terrible. We just
had good field possession."
Curry offense unable to convert
When MIT returned the opening
kickoff only to the MIT 47, it
marked the first time that they started an offensive possession on their
own half of the field. They couldn't

get a first down and punted. After
this, the teams traded punts until
Curry started a possession from
their own 21 with 7:18 left in the
quarter.
On the very next play, Vieira ran
for 44 yards to the MIT 36 and
would have had a touchdown if
Andy Carnell '95 had not barely
tripped him. On the next play, Mike
Aubin ran 25 yards on a sweep so
Curry had moved the ball to the
Beaver 1].
However on a fourth-down after
getting the ball to the MIT 7 but
having it moved back to the 12 after
a false start, Bussey's curl pass was
intercepted by Thorson and returned
44 yards to midfield with 4:00 left
in the quarter.
On this play, a series of runs
from Brown and Jose DeLeon
moved the ball to the Curry 6 when
the quarter ended. After an offsides
penalty moved the ball to the Curry
3, Brown scored with 14:40 left in
the game. After the point-after
touchdown (PAT) was wide right,
MIT led 34-0.

Curry took thle ball on the resulting kickoff, but after moving the
ball to the MIT 31, its drive stalled
and the Beavers took over on
downs. MIT could not get a first
down but got another break when
Curry muffed the punt and Mike
Butville '98 recovered at the
Colonel 21.
After moving the ball to the
Curry 7, Saul DeLeon ran up the
middle for another MIT touchdown
with 3:40 left in the game. The PAT
made the score 4 1-0.
On the next Curry series, Chris
Mazzone replaced Bussey at quarterback but the results were the
same. After moving the ball to the
Colonel 24, Butville intercepted
Mazzone's pass at the Curry 35 with
2:40 left in the game.
After moving the ball to the
Curry 33, Saul ran up the middle for
32 yards but was tackled from
behind at the Colonel 1. On the
resulting first and goal, Saul
plunged for the final touchdown to
make the score 48-0 with 50 seconds left.
For their final series Curry
moved the ball from their 42 to the
MIT 42. However, Mazzone then
overthrew Erik Darrows and
Butville had a second interception

with eight seconds remaining at the
Beaver 17. Vollrath then gained 4
yards on a keeper for the final play
as the game ended.
Defense holds Curry to 177 yards
The defense played superbly,
holding Curry to 177 yards on
offense. Carneii led the team with
18 tackles while Butville contributed 11. For their efforts, both
were nominated for ECFC Defensive Player of the Week. Butville
was also nominated for East Coast
Athletic Conference (ECAC) Rookie of the Week.
Jose DeLeon also played well
for his first game of the season,
especially since he only had one
day to practice. His 91 yards gives
him 1,078 for his career which
places him sixth on the MIT career
rushing list. Also, his two touchdowns gives him 14 for his career
he has scored 84 points which
also places him sixth on the career
scoring list. Assuming that he has
no further significant injuries, he
should break both records before
his career ends.
Coach Smith said, "Having Jose
back to run a little bit helped a lot
psychologically. His brother ran
well too."

Take a year ...
to make a difference.
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and deal one-on-one with America's
leaders, take a close look at the
White House Fellowships.
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Members of the MIT Marching Band celebrate their team's success during the homecoming game.
-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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White House Fellows are a select
group of men and women who spend
a year early in their careers serving
as paid assistants to the President,
Vice-President, or cabinet-level officials.

FROM LEONARDO

II

They are people of exceptional
abilities, strong mnontinan andrl
desire to serve their country.
White House Fellows have gone
on to become leaders in many fields...
business, politics, science and the
arts. And they all agree on one thing:
Their year as a Fellow changed their
lives.

Relieve Computer Eyestrain
With New Anchiano Glasses.
Extended use of a bright computer monitor
~:i:i~!i:ii:!;~:~:
F;; 5 ;

If it often seems as though you
have to choose between helping
others, and helping yourself-here's
a chance to do both. As a White
House Fellow, you can serve America
while learning skills you will use
your entire life.

can cause severe eyestrain. Now Anchiano,
the revolutionary computer eyewear from
Leonardo, provides the solution.

~!;~:~-'~:,:::::
:
Lightweight Anchiano combines a partially
~-'~:,~:a~:~:?:polarized lens with a light blue filter to
eliminate the glare of reflected light.
Anchiano eyewear ismore effective than
tinted or coated lenses or screens that

And instead of just reading about
world events, you can help shape
them.
· Must be a United States Citizen
• Must not be a civilian employee of the
Federal Government. Questions about
eligibility can be answered by the
Commission staff.
* Applications must be postmarked no
later than December 1.

merely darken monitor light.
Available in frame and clip-on styles.
Special university introductory pricing
until December 31, 1994: frames - $29.95,
clip-ons - $19.95 (regular pricing: frames $34.95, clip-ons - $24.95, effective 1-1-95).
To order, or for more information,
contact Leonardo at 1-800-755-2726.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Call (202) 395-4522 for a brochure,
application and the opportunity of a
li-m-
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Saui DeLeon '98 struggles to keep moving after freeing his foot from the grasp of a Curry defender- DeLeonn finished the 33-yard car-r
at the Curry 1 yard line, setting up MIT for one of its many touchdowns during its 48-0 trouncing of Curry College.
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Field
Hockey
Now 9-3
Field Hockey, from Page 24
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netted the ball off the rebound.
Torres' goal came immediately
after the first one. The ball was
passed to Torres on the right side of
the field, and she put in a hard shot
-by the goalie.
Head Coach Cheryl Silva said,
"The hard work on the attack paid
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This New England Women's
Eight Conference game improved
the team's record to 3-2 in the conference, and 9-3 overall.
The team will play its final
home game Thursday evening,
against Nichols College. On Saturday it will play its last regular season game, and its last NEW-8 game
to determine final conference rankings.
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27 de octubre de 1994

6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Boston Sheraton Hotel and Towers

I

39 Dalton Street, Boston
INDEPENDENCE ROOM
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Argentina, Brasil, Chile, Colombia,

Guatemala, Mexico, Peru, Puerto
Rico y Venezuela. Ofrecemos la
posibilidad de una carrera en las freas
de: Mercadeo, Finanzas, !ngemera,
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HImanllos entire otros. : ::i2.2Si no recibiste la forma de "PDF"
Procter&Gamble,lIfder mundial en el - via correo, debes recogerla, llenarla
- ydevolverla a la direccion antes
mercado de productos de consulno
estA a la btisqueda de estudiantes con::: mencionada.
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caracteristicas de dinamismo y
liderazgo.
Que dees hacere
1 Si recibiste la-forma deTPDF'
(Personal DataForm) via correo
debes llenarlay entregarla con tu
rsume antesdel 26 de octbre a:

Ejecutivos de Procter&Gamble
Latinoamerica hablaran de tus
oportunidades para ocupar posiciones
permanentes o realizar practicas de
verano en nuestras subsidiaries de:

Sistemas, Ventas y Rem'sos
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Cramis School Record Leads
Harriers to 9th in NEIAAA

I

j,,

By Arnold Seto
TEA,& MfEIBER

The men's cross-country team
tested its mettle against New England's best runners Friday. The All
New England (NEIAAA) Championship meet included many Division I schools, such as Boston University, Boston College, and
nationally-ranked Dartmouth College, along with Division II and III
colleges, such as MIT.
Faced with such competition, the
MIT team performed extremely
well, placing ninth out of 31
schools. The Engineers defeated
Div. I Northeastern University and
most of their Div. Ill rivals, but lost
to fifth-place Williams College.
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It was.a perfect day for running,
and five out of the top six team
members took the opportunity to set
personal records. Ethan Crain '95
led the way, breaking his own
school record in a blazing 24 minutes, 40 seconds, a pace equivalent
to a 4:45 mile. Crain placed seventh
overall, passing many runners in an
amazing sprint to the finish.
Jesse Darley '95 finished 17th
overall (25:08) after a strong race
near the front pack. Arnold Seto
'96, Dan Helgesen '97 (26:20), Carl
Munkelwitz '95 (26:41), and Josh
Feldman '97 (26:44) held together
and supported one another in the
huge throng of runners, leading to
four personal records and an excel-

lent placing for the team.
In the junior varsity race (disingenuously called sub-varsity by the
meet organizers), MIT finished 11th
out of 17 schools.
Mark Feldmeier '96 had his best
meet so far this season, finishing
34th in 27:33. The JV team members also broke several personal
records, including an amazing two
minute improvement by Rick
Thompson '98 (28:24).
This Saturday, the Constitution
Athletic Conference Championships
will be hosted by MIT at Franklin
Park. Anyone interested in watching
the meet or assisting in its operation
should contact Coach Halston Taylor.

Men's Soccer Improves Record
With 3-1 Wmin over Rose Hulma
By Thomas Kettler
ST.FF- REI-'EPOR
TER

In front of a capacity crowd of
nearly 30 last Thursday, the men's
soccer team hosted the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Fightin' Engineers and beat them, 3-1.
The nonconference victory puts
the team 3-5-1 overall.
in the first half, MiT completely

controlled the ball and scored their
three goals at this time. Their first
goal came halfway into the game
when Robert Frederick '95 scored
his third goal of the season on an
assist by Brian D'Amato '96, his
first of the season.
Twelve minutes and four off-

I

sides calls later, two former junior

varsity players teamed up when
Scott Barnard '98 scored his first
goal of the season with help from
Andre Brandao '96, his first assist.
Three minutes later, with about
nine minutes left in the half, David
Roberts '95 scored his second goal
of the season on an assist by Brian
DiVasta '95, his first. The score
remained 3-0 at halftime.
In the second half, the Engineers
did not demonstrate nearly as much
intensity as in the first and allowed
the Fightin' Engineers to keep the
ball in the MIT half of the field for
almost the entire period.
This was demonstrated during a
six-minute period at 15 minutes left
in the game, when the ball never left

tile MIT half. At the midpoint of
that stretch, Robb McGhie scored
the only Rose-Hulman goal of the
match. They would have scored
more if goalkeeper Raja Jindal '95
had not made several excellent
saves.

Head coach Walter Alessi said,
"We played reasonably in the first
half. We had a few defensive lapses
in the first half, but fortunately we
were able to get away with them."
Alessi did say that he was disappointed with the second half, though
he was happy with the win.
The men's team plays their final
home game Thursday at 3:00 p.m.
against Curry College at Steinbrenner Stadium.
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aInc.
IcKinsey&Company
McKinsey &LCompany, Inc.,

a leading international management
consulting firm, cordially invites all
members of the 1995 MIT senior class
to learn more about our 2-year
business analyst program.

I

I

We will be having a presentation and
reception for interested students
from all majors on
WMednesday, October 19, 1994
at the Grand Ballroom of the
Cambridge Marriott
-from 7 p. m to 9 pm.

We look forward to seeing you there.
I
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Room 483, Cambridge, MA 02139). Account numbers

MIT community:
1 insertion ..................................... $3.00
2-3 insertions ................................ $2.75
4-5 insertions ................................ $2.50
6-9 insertions ................................ $2.25

ads. Contact our office for more details at 258-8324
(fax: 258-8226) or adsCthe-tech.mit.edu.

All other advertisers................................... $5.00

for MIT departments accepted. Sorry, no 'personal"

[] Information
[ Clubs

[

Rates per Insertion per unit of 35 words

Classified ads are due at 5 p.m. two days before day
of publication, and must be prepaid and accompanied
a complete address and phone number. Send or
bring ads, with payment, to W2(7483 (84 Mass. Ave.,

*

10 or more insertions ..................... $2.10

Miscellaneous

[ Help Wanted

H Help Wanted

H For Sale

B Travel

[ Travel

Alaska Employment- Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+i per month. Room
and board! Transportation! Male or
female. Uo experience necessary.
Call 1-206-545-4155 extA50331.

Cruise ships now hiring - Earn up to
$2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and FullTime employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C50331.

IBM Think Pad 350 Notebook
Computer- 8 MB RAM/125 - 'Demo"
- utSlLwPieJamaica-South
Must Sell, Low Price $ - Call 7316319.

Spring Break '95 America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,

Spring Break '95 Cancun-Bahamas-

Padre-Margarita
Bahamas, Daytona, and Panama!B ,a-m i
a
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and Travel Free!
Breakaway Tours is now hiring
M For Sale
Earn highest commissions! .(800) 32- campus reps to sell our trips. Travel
TRAVEL.
free + earn $$$! Call 1-800-2141986 Nissan Maxima GL 4-door,
8-87 or 1-908-828-4688 (NJ). Trip
7.03 tutor wanted! If you have an gray. Low mileage (66,000). No salt Travel Free! Spring Break '95!
extra hour or two a week, received an
damage (never driven in northern
Guaranteed lowest prices to Jamaica,
discount just for applying! Let's go
'A' in the class, and would like to winter) Electronic locks, windows,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, South
M.I.T.!!!
earn a little extra money, be my tutor! '
tKls
r.
.e
rP
e---oayn
a
I will pay $8/hour. Call x5-7397.
seats. Keyless entry. AC. Leather
Padre, Babados. Book early and save
seats. Excellent condition. Reliable!
$$$! Organize small group and travel [] Clubs
Programming Wiz wanted to develop $6000 or best offer. 621-9872.
free! Call for free info packet. Sun
a complex windows based statistical
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
Stuyvesant High School Alumni-MIT
dtabas forom
devel
p
surv[]
e a
Travelfer
has a Stuy alumni chapter for YOU!
software program such as Excel, or Spring Break '95 Sell Trips, Earn
Get involved and keep those Stuy
Access but not necessary. input will Wanted!!!individuals and student
Cash, and Go Free!!! Student Travel
bonds strong! Get to know more
Services is now hiring campus
be form based with reporting to be organizations to promote Spring
graphic and text based. Students are
Break '95. Earn substantial Money
representatives. Lowest rates to
upperclassmen who are in your
welcome to use this as a class
For!
For more information, contact
project or temporary. internship.
and Free Trips. Call Inter-Campus
Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona,and
majno
Contact Howard at 508-285-3555.
Programs 1-800-327-6013.
Panama City. Call 1-800-648-4849.
Angela at 225-8547.

Start Your own Business as a
Telecommunications agent/Rep.
Work Part Time and earn Easy Money
$$$.
Market Domestic and
International Calling Services and
Pre-Paid Calling Cards. Market to
College Friends, Frats, Student
Clubs, Local Businesses, etc. Earn
up to $5,000/mo. We pay residual
commissions on all sales. Call
Telcom, Inc. at 1-800-975-9757.
Healthy m
needed
en
as sperm
donors. Help others and earn up to
$105/week. All ethnicities needed,
call to see if you qualify: 497-8646
M-F, 8:00-4:00. California Cryobank,
Cambridge.
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Late Babson Goal Hands W omen's oer
By Farhan Zaldl

The women's soccer team suffered a heartbreaking 2-1 loss to
Babson College Saturday at Steinbrenner Stadium.
Despite dominating possession
for the majority of the game, the
Engineers were unable to convert on
several excellent scoring chances
and had their hopes of victory
dashed when Babson's Maura Flemming scored the winning goal with
five minutes left in the game.

Babson controlled the game
early on, keeping the ball on offense
for the first five minutes of regulation. The thrust was highlighted by
two excellent scoring opportunities.
The first occurred just two minutes
in when a Babson corner kick led to
a point-blank opportunity that ricocheted off the goal post and into the
hands of the MIT goalie, Amy
MacKay '97. Two minutes later,
another Babson scoring chance was
foiled when a poor centering pass
led to a weak shot attempt that

sailed wide of the goal.
point, as the home team was able to
The Engineers were forced to defend its lead by controlling both
rely on a counter-attack offense possession and the tempo of the
until eight minutes in, when they
game for the next 30 minutes. The
maintained possession and mounted Engineers kept the ball in the midan offensive flurry on the Babson field area, stifling the Babson
goal. After a couple of failed shot offense, and also managed to mount
attempts, the Engineers broke
several offensive challenges which
through when Chantal Wright '95
could have easily given them the
scorched a shot into the corner of lead before halftime. The best
the Babson goal off a brilliant pin- opportunity came with 18 minutes
point pass from Becky Hill '95 for left in the half, when two consecuthe first goal of the game.
tive close-range shots from Wright
The goal was a critical turning were saved by the Babson goalie.

Page 23

2-1 Loss
In the last 10 minutes of the
first half, Babson's offense organized itself and produced several
shots on goal before finally scoring
with eight minutes left. The tying
goal was scored by Janice Cutler,
who slid a low shot through a
crowd of defenders and past the
MacKay to close the scoring for
the half.
Physical play marks 2nd half

The second half was markedly
different from the first, as physical
play and a plodding tempo predomninated. For the first 20 minutes, the
bail mainly remained in the midfield
area, where posession was repeatedly exchanged and neither offense
was able to launch an organized
attack on goal. After this stretch,
Babson took over.
With 23 minutes left, Babson's
Cutler created an excellent opportunity for teammate Melissa Newman, whose shot. which initially
looked like a certain goal, was
stopped only by a brilliant save by
MacKay. With 16 minutes left, a
well-executed Babson corner kick
again gave the impression of an
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Rebecca Hill '95 chases a loose ball during Saturday morning's soccer game against Babson College.
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impending Babson score until
Wright cleared it away from the
MIT defensive end.
The game-winner finally came
with five minutes left, when Babson's Flemming took a pass from
teammate Eileen Connolly and
launched a mid-range shot past
MacKay to make the score 2-1. The
Engineers efforts to mount an offensive surge to close the game were
frustrated by Babson's maintaining
possession of the ball.
The game closed the team's
home schedule for the season.
The team's seniors- Wright,
Hill, Debbie Gustafson '95 and
Amy Swanson '95 - were honored
by having the occasion of their final
home game announced prior to the
game.
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Beavers Destroy
Colonels, 48-0
By Thomas Kettler
STAFF REPORTER

Before..a crowd of 1,594, the
football team massacred the Curry
College Colonels with a score of
48-0.
The victory puts flie team 2-5
overall and 2-2 in the Eastern Collegiate Football Conference
(ECFC).
MIT's domination on special
teams and defense resulted in two
blocked punts and five turnovers,
which let the team start every firsthalf offensive possession on the
Curry side of the field. The Engineers kept the ball on the Curry half
of the field for the entire first quarter.
The game featured the return of
Jose DeLeon '97, last year's star
running back, from a thumb injury
and the first time that Jose played
with his brother Saul DeLeon '98
for MIT. The brothers combined for
166 yards rushing.
The Colonels won the toss and
elected to receive the ball. After getting 8 yards on their first play from
scrimmage, Curry's drive stalled
when Troy Thorson '98 had a tackle
for loss of yardage on the second
play, forcing Curry to punt.
MIT received the ball at the
Curry 46-yard line. Jose ran on the
first two plays with his second, a 14yard run, getting him 1,000 yards
rushing for his career. After a series
of runs by Chris Brown '96 and
Jose DeLeon, DeLeon scored a
touchdown from 7 yards out with 7
minutes, 30 seconds left in the quar-

ter. Ken Mills '97 successfully converted the point-after-touchdown
(PAT) to give the Beavers a 7-0
lead.
After receiving the kickoff,
Curry still could not advance the
ball successfully. A tackle by Chris
Yanney '97 and a partially blocked
punt by Dave Hwang G gave the
Beavers the ball at the Colonels' 24.
From there, MIT scored a touchdown in four plays with Brown
reaching the end zone with 4:29 left.
Another Mills PAT made the score
14-0.

However, MIT still wasn't finished as the special teams continued
to dominate. After Curry failed to
get a first down on their next series,
Yanney blocked a Colonel punt and
Kevin Ferrigno '96 returned the ball
23 yards for another Beaver touchdown with 2:43 left in the quarter.
The score was 21-0 after another
successful PAT play.

THtOMAS R. KARLO-THE TECH

Tight end Troy Gayeskl '97 dives for a ball fumbled into the Curry College endzone by the MIT offense.
Although a Curry played emerged from the stack with the ball, the play was recalled because of a
defensive offsides penalty.

Heavyweights Bring Home 5

Punting problems for Curry
Curry's punter continued to have
trouble on their next series. After a
16-yard sack of Karl Bussey by
Thorson caused Curry to have to
punt again, their punter shanked a
ball so badly that negative yardage
on the kick resulted with MIT taking possession at the Curry 25-yard
line.
On this Beaver series, Scott
Vollrath '96 replaced Alex Sgouros
'95 at quarterback as MIT went to
an option offense that worked very

Medals tl,4from
New
a
e~~~~~v Hampshire
imlim~ J
By Lorin Theiss
The Heavyweight Crew raced on
the Merrimack River Saturday and
had an excellent showing on the 3mile course. The team brought
home silver and bronze medals in
the Open Four event and managed
to garner all three medals in the
Open Eight event.
MIT currently holds course
records for the Open Four and Open
Eight at the New Hampshire site.
Many of the oarsmen arrived at the
race hoping to improve those
records, set in 1i992. However, racing conditions were not amenable to
such wishes as the course maintained a slight head wind throughout
the day.
This was the first race of the season where all the varsity members
were present and able to race. Naturally, the team was excited and
charged for the event, careful not to
enjoy too much hubris from the successes of previous years.
MIT entered four boats in the
Open Four event. Two of the boats
placed second and third with times
of 20 minutes, 4 seconds and 20:07,
respectively. They were beaten only
by an entry from Memmian Boat
Club which finished with a time of
20:00. The third MIT Four placed
fifth with a time 20:18, and the
fourth Four placed 8th with a time

Football, Page 19

EFi-enberg Leadns X-C

To 2nd at Wellesley
By June Parks
TEAM MEMBER

On Friday, Oct. 7, eight women
broke the previous course record of
20 minutes 13 seconds at the 1994
Wellesley College Cross-Country
Invitational. The Engineers placed
second in the meet.
From the starting gun, the Engineers stormedafter the Wellesley

team. Janis Eisenberg '98 finished in
second place with a time of 18:59,
only six seconds behind the winner.
Eisenberg was followed by Marjie Delo '95 (19:44), who in the
home-stretch trampled down the
wall of Wellesley runners that stood
-
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between her and Eisenberg. Lauren
Klatsky '97 recorded the next best
Engineer result, eighth place with a
time of 20:12.
Cynthia Mowery '95 (20:56),
Ann Marie McAninch '96 (21:23),
and Agnieszka Reiss '95 (21:32)
made up the important fourth, fifth,
and sixth place finishes for MIT. All
three finished within the top 5
places.
Coach Joe Sousa said, "The
times were blazing. Everyone ran
about a minute faster than their
times last year. It's hard to believe
we placed second, with a team score
this low."
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of 21 minutes.
"We knew Memmian would be
the toughest competition in the race.
Unfortunately, we started as the second crew and they started last, making it impossible to know how they
were doing," said Toby Ayer '96,
reacting to the second-place finish.
"I think the close results really
show the depth of our squad and
how strong it is this year," remarked
co-captain Jeff Tomasi '95.

TEAM MEMBER
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course record.
The second Eight boat recorded
a time of 18:52, while the third and
fourth Eights needed over 19, and
20 minutes, respectively, to finish.
Peter Yao '95, first boat
coxswain, said, "We raced very well.
The guys were pretty tired from rowing in the Fours event an hour earlier. Today was really a practice run
for the Head of the Charles."
The Engineers are now preparing
for the Head of the Charles Regatta
on Sunday, Oct. 23. The Heavyweights will be entering two fourboats and two eight-boats in the
event. Come out and support the

MIT Takes Top 3 in Open Eight
In the Open Eight race, Tech
a:gaiti

f1irILI
l
bul

)-oats
and placed

first, second, third, and sixth in a
field of 12 competitors. The top
Eight boat rowed the course in a
time of 18:11, 56 seconds off the

team at the largest single-day regatta in the world.
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UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Thursday, Oct. 20
Golf vs. Bentley College and Northeastern University, 1 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Curry College, 3 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Nichols College, 7 p.m.
Men's Water Polo vs. Boston College, 7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 21
Women's Sailing at Intercollegiate Yacht Racing Association North
American Singlchanded Championships, 9:30 a.m.
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Field Hockey
Downs Wheaton
By Gara Mendez
STAFF REP'ORTER

The field hockey team met Wheaton College on
Saturday for an afternoon game on Jack Barry Field
and came away with a 2-0 victory.
The first half of the game was very close, as
Wheaton showed a strong defense and many quick
counters. The Engineers had several chances to
score. Carla Oshiro '95, co-captain Meera Saini '95,
and Ann Torres '96 came very close to scoring a
number of times, but Wheaton remained tough on
defense: The result was a scoreless tie at halftime.
In the second half, the Engineers were much
quicker in .the circle. Katherine Merrilees '97 and
..Torres both had amazing shots inside the circle early
in the second half to score goals forthe Engineers.
For the first goal,. co-captain Catherine Mangion
'95 passed the ball to Merrilees. Merrilees took an
initial shot, which bounced off of the goalie, then
ADRIANE P. C

An MIT field hockey player tries to Acoe agairvt Whonto.n
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